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Lifting the ban
GV revises student code to allow pepper spray on campus
BY GABRIELLA PATTI

clusive to pepper spray.
Dean of Students Bart
Merkle
said that the new stu
epper spray will
dent
code
is still being reviewed
now be permis
sible at Grand and he expects it to be done
Valley
State soon. He was unable to disclose
University due the new inclusive language.
Soltis would like to con
to a change of language in the
student code. However the tinue to see changes in sec
student who inquired into tion 215. He said that he is
this change does not want to still concerned that guns are
stop there. He is hoping that banned on campus.
“Pepper spray is a good
this will be the beginning
step
in the right direction, but I
step to lifting GVSUs long
think
it is not the best way that
standing gun ban.
we
should
take it,” Soltis said.
GVSU reviewed its stu
Soltis said that every citizen
dent code of conduct this past
summer, and in September it should have the right to carry
was presented to members of weapons. He plans on work
ing with county elected officials
the Student Senate.
Benjamin Soltis, a member and like-minded students to
of the Student Senate Finance make this a reality.
“I am happy pepper
Committee, began to look into
spray
was unbanned,” Soltis
section 215 of the student code
of conduct, “Firearms, Explo said. “I am very much push
ing that guns should be al
sives or Weapons.”
lowed
on campus within the
“When I looked at the stu
state
guidelines.”
dent code it said that it bans
Dean Merkle has a differ
anything that operates based
ent
take.
on air, spring or gas,” Soltis
“I
believe that the univer
said. “Technically pepper
sity
has
a right to set its poli
spray we consider gas.”
Soltis said that he went cies to include a no weapons
through University Counsel policy,” Merkle said. “I do
and worked with Tom Butch not believe that opening any
er to try to find out why it campus to people carrying
guns, whether it is open carry
was banned. Due to Soltis
inquiry, the language in that or concealed carry is a good
section of the student code is idea. I see very little that is
now being revised to be in positive about that.”
FROM NOVEMBER 3. 301U

PERSONAL SAFETY:

Lauren Davis
demonstrates
how to use the
pepper spray she
carries with her.
Grand Valley State
University revised
its student code
of conduct to
allow students
to carry it on
campus.
KEVIN SIELAFF

GVL

Capt. Brandon DeHaan
with the Grand Valley Police
Department said that law
enforcement officers such as
campus police officers, Ot
tawa County sheriffs and
federal agencies can carry
weapons on campus as long
as they are acting within the
scope of their employment.
“If there is a student that is
possessing a weapon, they may
be referred to the Dean of Stu
dents office for a violation of
student code,” DeHaan said.
Merkle said due to the na
ture of a university campus,
adding guns to the equation

would be a negative addition.
“Some of the kinds of is
sues that we deal with - al
cohol and substance abuse,
mental health issues and
general immaturity and impulsivity and a whole variety
of things - this is not a good
setting to all of a sudden say
anybody who wants to go
through whatever process
you need for a concealed
weapon should be able to
carry,” Merkle said.
Merkle is not convinced
that if there ever was a crisis
situation on campus, that any
one carrying a gun on campus

would be able to contribute
positively to the situation.
“I think that it creates a
brand new challenge for police
officers who are trying to ad
dress a problem and certainly
we don’t want any problems,”
Merkle said.
In fact, Merkle is not con
vinced that pepper spray will
be a good addition to campus.
“What police have said to
me over the years is that a prod
uct like pepper spray, while it
occasionally can be useful if
needed, that often people who
have it either don’t think to use
it, don’t have it at hand, or can’t

find it, that is not as effective as
it sounds like it would be.”
Merkle said this is not be
cause the product is defective,
but it is just how people use it
and rely on it.
DeHaan said the language
is changing in the student code
to make pepper spray permis
sible in the case of self-defense.
He said that the reality is that
there is always the danger that
students could self-harm while
using it
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GV opens prayer, reflection room
'bV CUCAS E9CALADA
FROM JANUARY 1, 3015

rand Valley State Uni
versity has officially
designated
Room
2243 in the Kirkhof
Center as an open
prayer and reflection room. The
area is available for all students,
faculty and staff members.
Student Senate President An
drew Plague said the previous prayer
space, a cubicle located on the sec
ond floor of Kirkhof, was noisy and
too open. The cubicle was open to
the sounds coming from the Kirkhof
main floor, creating a distracting en
vironment for those using the space.
“It was important for the space
to be moved into an actual room,
primarily to ensure both dignity

and quiet for those who use it,"
Plague said. “This room is a much
better sanctuary for people to fre
quent during the day.”
Both the former prayer cubicle
and the new prayer and meditation
room exist for members of the com
munity who may not feel comfort
able using the Cook DeWitt Center
for any reason. The Cook DeWitt
Center is mostly used by Christian
groups and is mainly set up to ac
commodate that type of congres
sional worship. Other religions have
different practices with varying
needs, Plague said.
Though the room is intend
ed for anyone seeking religious
space, GVSU will not add any
specific items for any religion.
The room is a non-denominational space that will accommodate

people from any faith or non-faith
As rooms continue to change
tradition, Plague said.
throughout the Kirkhof Center,
Users can bring items used for Student Senate will continue to look
religious purposes in
for a larger dedicated
and out of the space
space that is equipped
as needed. There are
to handle anything us
“We have
cabinets located in the
ers may need.
been seeking
room so that student
Alisha Booms, a
organizations, such as
GVSU
freshman who
a solution to
the Muslim Students
associates herself with
what we see
Association, can pur
the Catholic Church,
chase prayer rugs and
does not believe a des
as a significant
store them in the room,
ignated praying space
inequity...”
Plague said.
is necessary. However,
As the room is final
she understands why
ANDREW PLAGUE
ized, simple cushions
some people may find
STUDENT SENATE
and mats may be added
that there is not an
PRESIDENT
to the space.
adequate space for all
“An ideal space
students to use.
would include foot washing stations,”
“The room does not define the
Plague said. “However, that is clearly faith,” Booms said. “As long as people
not possible in (Room) 2243.”
are comfortable and they can practice

what they believe in, the room should
be open to everyone.”
Though the space is solely dedi
cated for religious use, the room will
continue to evolve as many student or
ganizations have changed location and
developed into something different.
“We are not searching simply for
bigger or better,” Plague said. “We
have been seeking a solution to what
we see as a significant inequity in
the resources on campus for faculty,
staff and students of Christian faiths
in comparison to the resources for
faculty, staff and students who are
Muslim, Buddhist, etc. We have
been pushing the campus to meet
the needs of these overlooked reli
gious and spiritual minorities.”
The Kirkhof Center staff will
monitor the space to ensure it is
used properly.
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on the Allendale Campus, and
to the Loosemore Auditorium
he Grand Val in Grand Rapids.
Karen Gipson, chair of
ley State Uni
the
executive committee of
versity Student
the
University Academic
Senate and the
University Aca Senate, said the idea for the
demic Senate cameTeach-In
together stems from a Mar
tin
Luther King Jr. quote:
on Thursday to host the second
“Whatever
affects one of us
annual Teach-In, an all-day
event with 26 sessions for com directly affects us all.”
“Were all part of the same
munity members to attend.
community
- of GVSU, of
This year’s event, titled “Power,
Michigan,
of
the U.S. and of
Privilege and Difficult Dia
logues,” brought about 1,150 the world,” Gipson said. “Its
people to the Mary Idema Pew crucial to see the consequenc
Library and the Kirkhof Center es of our behaviors, words
FROM APRIL 6. 9015
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Free Condoms

and even our thoughts. When
we see, we have the option of
making informed choices;
without seeing, its as if were
stumbling around in the dark,”
Gipson added that having
the sessions in multiple loca
tions was new this year. Al
though Gipson said the event
may have been too spread out,
she thought it was valuable to
host it downtown.
“I think it was a mean
ingful experience for every
one who came,” she said.
“The evaluations showed
that the vast majority of at

tendees were interested in
having another Teach-In.
I’d personally like to see the
Teach-In grow into a yearly
event that involves the entire
campus community.”
Student Senate President
Andrew Plague said the
event was meaningful for
him because he was part of a
team effort, which provided a
learning opportunity outside
the classroom.
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Teach-In starts dialogue on social justice

Campus Health Center
10383 42nd Ave , Suite A
(616) 252-6030
Mon & Thurs 9am-6pm
Tues, Wed & Fri 9am-5pm
metrohealth net

Fitness & Wellness Center
Fie Id house (616) 331-3313
Sun 11am-12am
Mon-Thurs 6am- 12am
Fri 6am-9pm & Sat 8am-8pm
www gvsu edu/rec

Women's Center
1201 Kirkhof Center
(616) 331-2748
Mon-Thurs 8am-6pm
Fri 8am-5pm
gvsu edu/women_cen

Campus Party Store
4814 Lake Michigan Drive
(616) 895-2170
Sun-Sat 11:30am-12:30am
facebook com/ca m pu spa rtystore

LOBT Resource Center
1161 Kirkhof Center
(616)331-2530
Mon-Fri 8am-5pm
gvsu edu/lgbtrc

Hip Party Store
10745 48th Ave # 125
(616)892-2376
Sun-Sat 11:30arrv 12:30am
"HOtkwwi Obpartrrwnl ol

Public Health
MofO locations

«t WWW

miOttawa org/Baxualhealth
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Dining in style
New restaurant locations to open at GV
BY ALEX SINN

Kleiner Commons, on the north
Twitter action about Starbucks,” Ram
end of campus, was transformed
badt said. “People are excited.”
The food options in the Kirkhof last year with new options and
variety of changes are
Center will also be expanded in the improved seating. This year, phase
coming to Grand Valley
fall, using the current bookstore loca two of that transformation will be
State University’s Allen
implemented, Rambadt said.
tion’s space on the main level.
dale Campus in 2015,
The coffee location
Subway, currently
including new food and
will be moved this
on
the
lower
level,
will
dining options for students.
summer to a separate
move upstairs with two
“We’re excited
Deb Rambadt, campus dining
area and will feature
lines to improve traffic
marketing director, spoke to the
to launch these
EcoGrounds, a sus
flow. There will also be
GVSU Student Senate on Thurs
new
options
tainable coffee brand.
a Panda Express and an
day, March 26 to outline the com
Kleiner’s current Cexpanded Lobby Shop.
for the campus
ing changes before they hit campus
Store will be expanded
The Croutons line will
during the spring and fall semesters.
community to
to resemble The Con
remain on the lower
She announced that on April 20-23,
nection’s POD store.
level, accompanied by
enjoy”
students have the opportunity to
There will also be a
a new customizable
preview The Marketplace additions.
new gaming center for
pizza and pasta line.
“You’ll be able to look at it, get some
OEB RAMBADT
students to play video
The expansion in
samples, that kind of thing,” she said.
CAMPUS DINING
games at their leisure on
Kirkhof, along with
The first major addition will be a
campus televisions.
the other new venues,
new building called The Marketplace,
Students can always
will better suit the
which will be the University Book
needs of the growing campus popu give input on changes to campus
store’s new home. The Marketplace
dining by filling out a new online
lation, Rambadt said.
will feature two new campus dining
“Expanding venues increases survey, which helps campus dining
options: a full Starbucks, opening
convenience, helps to balance traffic determine which types of food stu
April 27, and sandwich shop Which
across campus and, overall, enhanc dents want. Anyone is welcome to
Wich? that will open in the fall.
es dining experiences,” she said.
join in campus dining’s food com“We’ve gotten a lot of Facebook and
FROM MARCH 30, 3015

0

CHOICES When Lakers return for the fall semester, they will have the
option to eat at Starbucks, Which Wich? and other dining locations.

mittee meetings, which are held ev
ery third Tuesday each month.
“Response to the coming
changes has been very positive
and we’re excited to launch these
new options for the campus com
munity to enjoy,” Rambadt said.
The Student Senate named Ram

badt Laker of the Year at the Presi
dents’ Ball in February for her work
to improve the university.
“I’m so, so grateful for that recog
nition - not just for myself but for our
entire department,” Rambadt told the
senate. “It meant a great deal.”
*

GV exchanges land to prepare
for health center expansion
BY DREW HOWARD
FROM JANUARY 5, 3015

rand Valley State Universi
ty’s Cook-DeVos Center for
Health Sciences is about to
get a little bigger.
In a creative deal with Spec
trum Health, GVSU acquired new property
to expand the Center for Health Sciences,
located on the Pew Campus. After a Dec. 9
board meeting, Spectrum Health gave up its
parking lot on Michigan Street, located im
mediately next to the center, in exchange for
GVSU’s parking lot on Lafayette Street.
James Moyer, associate vice president for
facilities planning, said GVSU has been plan
ning to expand in this area for a long time.
“The earliest discussions concerning the
possible purchase of property date back to
2003,” Moyer said. “With the land transfers,
Spectrum has an opportunity to advance its
agenda, as does GVSU. This land purchase,
coupled with the earlier purchase of the north
side of the Interstate 196 Highway, provides
GVSU land for its growth for several decades.”
Moyer said they are currently discussing the
specifics for how the expansion will be used.
“About two years ago, GVSU undertook a
programming study to address space needs
for new academic offerings in the health
education fields,” Moyer said. “Some of these
new academic programs have been approved
and are underway. Others are making their
way through the review processes.”
Due to the fact that Spectrum Health’s park

ing lot is slightly bigger, GVSU will compensate
the company with $1.85 million.
Contrary to some assumptions, Moyer
said the new property will not change how
many people are able to get into nursing
and health programs. Instead, the greater
factors to consider are the new teaching
resources and increased space for class
rooms, offices and laboratories that will
emerge through this exchange.
GVSU president Thomas Haas said this
expansion will benefit not only GVSU, but
also the greater surrounding community.
- ‘^GVSU is the leading provider in West
Michigan for graduates who are in the
health professions,” Haas said. “It was very
important for us to look ahead to the health
professions, and the result of this transac
tion is a mutual gain for GVSU, Spectrum
Health and the city of Grand Rapids.”
Haas said there is a good chance the
state will assist GVSU with the construc
tion of the expansion.
“These are the types of programs the gover
nor of Michigan wants to invest in,” Haas said.
“The state has listed this building on its plans
going forward, and though we don’t know if
they will appropriate the dollars, the state is
definitely interested in investing in GVSU.”
Haas added that this process would not be
possible without the outstanding partnership
between GVSU and Spectrum Health.
“This expansion will help with the revitaliza
tion of the state of Michigan,” said Haas. “It is im
portant because we can shape talent and provide
more people in the health fields.”

EXPANDING: Grand Valley State University will begin building new housing in Robinson
Field this summer, which will accommodate approximately 400 to 500 students.

GV plans to build new living center
BY CARLY SIMPSON
FROM DECEMBER 1, 301H

pace has been tight in on-cam
pus housing at Grand Valley
State University, however, the
university is planning to build
a new living center in Robinson
Field for incoming first year students.
The project is still in the planning pro
cess, but the new living center will be able
to accommodate approximately 400 to 500
students, along with several housing staff
members, said Eric Cousins, Student Sen
ate’s vice president for campus affairs.
Currently the new living-learning center is
being planned as one building and will be a tra
ditional-duster style building, Cousins added.
“This means that residents will be arranged
in a handful of small communities, or dusters,
within each floor that will consist of 10-20 resi
dents,” he said. “Studies show, and I can attest to
this being an RA myself, that this is an optimal
number of people to build effective community.
“This living center will blend in nicely
with its surroundings while providing a
beautiful, fresh environment for new genera
tions of Lakers to live, learn and lead.”

LANO GRAB: After a December board meeting, GVSU traded land with Spectrum Health In
anticipation of a future expansion to the Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sciences.
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Construction is tentatively planned to start
in summer 2015, pending approval of the proj
ect, said Andrew Beachnau, director of housing
and health services. He added that construc
tion is planned to be completed by fall 2016.
GVSU currently has 6,000 beds on cam
pus for incoming freshmen and returning
upperclassmen. The university saves 3,500 to
3,600 of those beds for freshmen and 2,400
to 2,500 for upperclassmen, according to the
Lanthorn’s Oct. 30 article “Not enough beds”
by Stephanie Brzezinski.
However, GVSU saw 4,226 students
come to campus this fall as freshmen, which
is 626 more than the university has arranged
to accommodate. The planned living center
at Robinson Field will help offset some of
GVSU’s growing housing needs.
In addition to a new living center, the project
may also include a few amenities for students.
“As the plan currently stands, existing living
centers are being assessed to determine space for
adding basketball and volleyball courts, as well
as additional recreational area,” Cousins said.
Robinson Field is located in front of
the Hoobler and Johnson Living Centers
on GVSU’s Allendale Campus.
There are no cost estimates for the project yet.
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Student hit by car on 48th
finding a lead on the accident
“The weird thing is that I’ve already
rooke Tomcsik, a stu forgiven the person who did this, but
dent at Grand Valley that doesn’t mean I don’t want justice,”
State University, was Tomcsik said. “If the driver would
walking home when have stopped, I wouldn’t have person
she was struck from be ally pursued this so hard. They just
hind by a motor vehicle near the in need to think about the fact that this is
tersection of 48th Avenue and Pierce a human life in jeopardy.”
One of Tomcsik’s biggest concerns
Street. After the accident, the car
is
keeping
future students walking
drove away without hesitation, mak
ing Tomcsik a victim of a hit and run. down the roads safe. With limited
Shortly after the accident, several cars lighting and visibility in an area where
many students walk, it
stopped to help Tomc
causes
a concern, espe
sik, putting a blanket
cially if students have
over her and contacting
“It’s weird that
been drinking.
emergency services.
“I want to try and
the world is still
After arrival at Spec
turn
this into a posi
trum Health hospital, Xmoving after the tive lesson for others,”
rays and examinations
Tomcsik said. “There’s
accident. It’s a
revealed that Tomcsik
a lesson to be learned
had bruises covering
shock factor that here about driving re
her body, lacerations,
is hard to get
sponsibly. To all drivers,
mild elbow injuries and
do the right thing and
extreme discomfort and
over..."
think about the kind of
body aching.
person you want to be.”
“I’m really lucky I
BROOKE TOMCSIK
The case is still un
only walked away with
STUDENT
der investigation by
sore muscles and bruis
the Ottawa County
ing,” Tomcsik said. “Sit
Sheriffs
Department.
ting through my two 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
“1 know God and my brother were
classes and daily activities are really
looking over me,” Tomcsik said. “I,
hard right now.”
Tomcsik cannot remember much and my family, are forever grateful for
about the car that hit her except for that and the help from the cars that
the fact that the vehicle had circular stopped to help me.”
Though the accident took place
tail lights and, based on the impact
under
Ottawa County surveillance,
of the accident, front bumper dam
age. Working with the Ottawa County the Grand Valley Police Department
Sheriffs Department, news of the ac feels passionately about spreading the
cident has been posted in hopes of word of responsible walking for pedesBV HANNAH LENTZ

FROM SEPTEMBER 15. 2014

ACCIOENT: A GVSU student walks along 48th Avenue, close to where Brooke Tomcsik was hit by a car when

going back to her apartment after class. GVPD is working to increase awareness of pedestrian safety.

trians and drivers.
GVSU prides itself on being a
pedestrian-friendly campus with
crosswalks that identify safe areas
for people to walk.
“Though some of these cross
walks may be a little out of the
way, they’re worth utilizing so we
can continue to keep students and
motorists safe and prepared,” said
GVPD Capt. Brandon DeHaan.
Additionally, GVPD has approx
imately 30 to 40 student employees

around campus at busy locations
to control traffic and help students
cross roads in an orderly fashion.
These employees are on duty from
7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
GVPD encourages students to
wear bright clothing, walk against
the flow of traffic on the shoulder of
the road and to be alert even during
the day. So far this year, GVSU has
had no on-campus pedestrian colli
sions but the surrounding commu
nity is aware of safety precautions.

Though on and off-campus pedes
trian safety knowledge is important,
students should be aware of reckless
drivers, especially on main roads.
If any individual has any informa
tion regarding the hit and run, please
contact Ottawa County police so that
the culprit may be found.
“It’s weird that the world is still
moving after the accident,” Tomcsik
said. “It’s a shock factor that is hard to
get over and live with, I just want the
situation to get resolved.”

The future of 48th Avenue
CAMPUS WEST

SUPPORTING SIOEWALKS: Allendale Charter Township will begin construction on 48th Avenue in April 2016 and plan to have it finished in time for the 2016-2017 academic year.

In response to multiple accidents, several of which involved students, the street will be renovated to include a 10-foot-wide sidewalk, a four-lane highway and lit crosswalks.

Construction plans to begin in EOIG
BY AU0RA GAMBLE
FROM DECEMBER 1. 2014

fter a series of accidents involving
Grand Valley State University stu
dents on 48th Avenue this semes
ter, Allendale Charter Township
has released information about the
future plans for the avenue.
According to Allendale Supervisor Jerry Alkema, construction on 48th Avenue will begin in
the early spring of 2016 and will be completed in
time for the start of the 2016-2017 academic year.
The avenue will be expanded into a four-lane
highway, separated by a grassy median in the
middle. The outside lanes will be dedicated to
buses and bicyclists.
“We anticipate a large bus use as transit along
with bicycles,” Alkema said. “Bicyclists really pre

a

fer to be in the road, from what I’m seeing here.”
In addition to the road expansion, a 10-footwide sidewalk will be on the west side of the ave
nue. This non-motorized path is twice as wide as
a standard sidewalk, to accommodate for bikes.
The sidewalk will be 15 feet away from the high
way and will be separated by a curb.
“Were still in discussion about the lighting
and some of the features,” Alkema said. “(We
don’t know) if it will be just a grass boulevard or
additional landscaping and so forth.”
The funding for the sidewalk is coming from
a federal transportation award, which Alkema
said has already been secured.
Along with the sidewalk, there will be lit
crosswalks that lead up from each side of the
road to the median.
The GVSU Student Senate approves of

the plan set forth for 48th Avenue. Senator
Madelanie Cleghorn, the vice president for
external relations, said that the plan accom
modates for student concerns and is satis
fied with the improvements.
However, not all members of the GVSU com
munity are happy about the new plan. Patricia
Houser, an urban planning professor, wishes that
there had been more opportunities for public in
put about the future of 48th Avenue.
“There has always been a certain amount
of information in this situation - among other
things the rationale for persisting with the plan
for a highway next to a college campus - that has
never been fully explained,” Houser said. “This
lack of transparency in a publicly funded project
is, I think, troubling.”
According to Houser, multiple authorities on

transportation planning, including the Michigan
Department of Transportation advise that peo
ple affected by the transportation issue speak up
early on in the planning stages in order to have
meaningful input on the project.
“The whole notion of the importance of
stakeholders’ in local planning is an impor
tant one,” Houser said.
Alkema said construction cones will be placed
on 48th Avenue beginning in April of 2016.
“(Construction) will start as soon as school
lets out,” Alkema said. “As soon as exams are
done, well start tearing into it. Hopefully it will
be done for school in the fall.”
For more information regarding the recent
accidents that occurred on 48th Avenue, read the
I.anthom article “Support for sidewalks increas
es” from Oct. 20 at www.bit.ly/luZZvSi.

Safety services restructure
BY HANNAH LENTZ

gency instances and other ele
ments, collaboration is needed
s of this year, the for community growth; this is a
Grand Valley Police great way to achieve optimal re
Department (GVPD) sponse,” said Brandon DeHaan,
and Pew Campus Se chief of GVPD.
Changes within the security
curity will combine
program
under the lead of Police Chief
Re will include a title and
name
change of the department
nee Freeman as the Department
as
well
as several security changes.
of Public Safety Services. In do
ing so, it is hoped that response There will also be a shifting of of
to campus security will be more fices and space between facility
services and the other on campus
collective and efficient.
The two areas of campus security buildings to prepare for the shift of
have been separate departments since the Department of Public Safety.
“We will be taking police of
2004, until this year’s reorganization.
ficer’s
responsibilities and repo
“From calls to service, emer
FROM FEBRUARY 16. 2015
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sitioning officers into more ben
eficial roles for optimal safety
precautions,” DeHaan said. “We’re
really excited about the future of
the department.”
Additionally, Freeman named
Russell Wolff the assistant chief of
police. Wolff had been the direc
tor of security for the Pew Campus
and Regional Centers since com
ing to GVSU in 2009.
While Wolff will continue to be
responsible for Pew Campus Se
curity, there will be a slight shift
in organization. Previously, Wolff
had retired from the Meridian
Township Police Department as

assistant police chief before taking
a position at GVSU.
With this repositioning, Sgt.
William O’Donnell has taken the
position of emergency manager for
the GVPD. He is a lieutenant with
the Allendale Fire Department as
well as a technician with the Ot
tawa County Hazmat Team and
an EMT. Previously, O’Donnell
worked for the Grand Haven De
partment of Public Safety. In his
position as emergency manager,
O’Donnell will work with univer
sity preparation to respond to haz
ards, threats and risks.
“We have been in need of this

position for a while now.” DeHaan
said. “This reorganization allows for
a more beneficial and effective re
sponse to emergency situations for
faculty, staff and students at GVSU.”
While the repositioning is in full
swing, there are still developments to
come regarding the presence of law
enforcement in different elements of
the Pew and Allendale campuses.
“The reorganization of GVPD
will not only benefit the police de
partment, but it will also add to
the overall safety of both campuses
and the communication and part
nership between the security pro
grams,” DeHaan said.
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Surviving Auschwitz
BY SARAH HIU.EN8RAN0

the occasion WGVU hosted a special
screening of its documentary “Surviv
nformation is readily ing Auschwitz: Children of the Shoah.”
Tova Friedman, who was taken
available when it comes
to
Auschwitz
when she was five and
to the Holocaust - mu
seum exhibits, articles, a half years old, was featured in the
documentaries
and documentary and came to Grand
to talk about what she went
much more - but there areRapids
not many
through
during the Holocaust. The
opportunities for students to hear
survivors tell their own first-hand ac Lanthorn had the opportunity to
counts of what they experienced. This meet and talk with her about her
year marks the 70th anniversary of the memories. Additionally, she gave
liberation of the Auschwitz concen some advice to college students about
tration camp, and to commemorate overcoming hardships.
FROM JANUARY 19. 9015

a

SH: First, just thank you so
much for taking the time to talk
with us; I heard you've had a really
busy schedule.
TF: I’m happy to be here.
SH: So you were taken to Aus
chwitz at such a young age, where did
you grow up before?
TF: What do you mean by grow
up? I was a year old when the war
broke out so I was in different camps.
Before I came to Auschwitz, I was in a
ghetto and then in another camp - it
was a slave labor camp - and then in
Auschwitz. After that I was in Europe
until I was 12.1 was 12 when I came to
America. I'm not sure if that answers
your question of where I grew up; I'm
still growing up.
SH: What do you remember about
the trip to Auschwitz?
TF: Oh, the trip to Auschwitz.
That was probably something you
can’t forget. We were - I don’t know
how many people - in a cattle car,
which means no windows, just a tiny
window on the top.
The trip was about three days. And
we had no water, we had no food, we
had no bathroom facilities, so we just
went wherever we stood. For me it was
dark because 1 was so little - I was the
only child among all the women. And
a lot of terrible, terrible screaming and
noise and hysteria really. People were
very, very frightened.
I knew I was going to Auschwitz
but I don’t think I realized exactly
what it meant - I was five and a half.
But the people, the women, they ex
pected to die and there were horrific,
hysterical outbursts.
SH: How long were you at Aus
chwitz before it was liberated?
TF: I was there about 6 or 7 months.
SH: What stands out in your
memory most vividly about your
time at Auschwitz?

TF: There were different places
TF: Well, the time when they
decided that our barrack had to be with different instructions. In the slave
exterminated, all the children. And labor camp, she gave me instructions
before you went to the crematorium, of how to behave. If you see a Ger
they give you sort of a nice breakfast - man coming towards you, you have
something warm, something sweet, it to move - give him the right of way,
was like a porridge of some kind. And no eye contact, you keep your hands
it was sort of almost a symbol that this to the back, if you’re wearing a kerchief
or a hat or something to
is your last meal. And I
show respect - because
didn’t mind because I
if you were face to face
was starving. I remem
“I knew I
with a Nazi, you would
ber eating it and then
was going to
be shot because you
saying to myself, “I’m
did not show certain
glad it’s over.”
Auschwitz but
respect. She constantly
And we were walk
I don’t think I
reminded me.
ing all together to the
In Auschwitz, she
crematorium and all of
realized exactly
kept telling me that I
a sudden I hear a voice. I
what it meant..."
could only go to the
know it was my mother
bathroom once a day
because she called me by
TOVA FRIEDMAN
and I have to hold it.
name. Most of the time,
AUSCHWITZ
And I tried not to think
we were called just by
SURVIVOR
about going to the bath
number. And she said,
room. That’s these kind
“Where are you going?”
And I said, “To the crematorium.” And of instructions. And I can’t be too
women were screaming and crying visible, I shouldn’t cry, 1 shouldn’t say
because their children were there too. anything, I should be as quiet as pos
It was a women’s camp. And I thought sible. So she tried.
SH: What were your feelings and
to myself, “Why is everybody crying?”
I thought that all Jewish children had emotions on the day that you were
liberated? Can you tell me more
to go to the crematorium.
So we went there and we wait, and about that day?
TF: I think you know I was hidden
we got undressed. And we waited,
and we were freezing. And at the end, with a corpse just before liberation?
SH: I read a little bit about that, but
they made us put on our clothes again
and they said they got the wrong could you tell me more?
transport. Something was wrong, the
TF: Yeah, well my mother found a
wrong time or the wrong - I don’t corpse and she told me to hide with
know - and they sent us back. There the corpse because all the people were
were a number of memorable things, being sent out of Auschwitz because
but that was really outstanding. As a they wanted to leave no witnesses and
group, it’s something.
the allies were coming. So she had
SH: I read online that you were covered me and told me they were all
with your mother for some of the time gone and you could get out...
and how she gave you a lot of instruc
LOG ON TO:
tions about what to do while you were
www.lanthorn.com
there. Can you tell me more about
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE
those instances?

LGBT Resource Center
event to ‘
■founder
9

BY OUANE EMERY

“Ford served as director of
the center for two years before
ast year, Grand returning to full-time teach
Valley
State ing,” Seguin Beighley said.
During this time, Ford
University lost a
member of the worked tirelessly to secure
Laker commu funding for the center, and se
nity who touched the lives of cured two grants of more than
students for more than four $200,000. He also fostered rela
decades. On Nov. 10, GVSU tionships with the community
will honor Milton E. Ford by as well as enhanced the scope
renaming the Lesbian, Gay, of the center and its mission by
Bisexual and Transgender adding programs and positions
Resource Center he founded to oversee those programs.
in 2008 to the Milton E. Ford According to Ford, the open
ing of the center
LGBT Resource
r
and his tenure as
Center.
director was his
The naming
“Milton did this
most rewarding
ceremony will be
for...students
and
professional
ac
held in the Kirkhof Center in for those who will complishment.
Even
af
Room 1161 from
never
know
him
ter
his
time
5 to 7 p.m.
as
director
but will benefit
“As an openly
of the cengay man, Milton
from his legacy."
ter was com
was a role model
pleted,
Ford
for our students
continued
to
and created a
BEIGHLEY
be an advo
space for them to
LGBT CENTER
cate for LGBT
live authenticalstudents.
He
lyf said Colette
served
on
the
Seguin Beighley, the director
committee to create the
for the LGBT Resource Center.
After Ford’s passing, GV- LGBTQ studies minor,
SU’s president Thomas Haas which was approved by the
and provost Gayle Davis University Academic Sen
made the decision to rename ate in the summer of 2013.
“Milton’s love for our stu
the center in his honor.
dents was indeed revolution
FROM NOVEMBER 6. 201*4

ary in that he saw in them
what they could not yet see in
themselves,” Seguin Beighley
said. “Milton was always in
deep relationship with his
students. These relationships
are the hallmark of Milton’s
legacy on our campus.”
Ford began his career as an
English professor before teach
ing liberal studies. Even in this
earlier point in his career, Ford
was still involved in the LGBT
community and was a faculty
advisor for an LGBT student
organization in the 1990s.
“For safety reasons, they
would not announce the meet
ing place for the LGBT student
support group,” Ford once said.
This state of affairs, when
compared to the current
climate and state of diver
sity and acceptance on the
GVSU campus, is an indica
tor of Ford’s legacy, but also
shows how far GVSU has
come as a community.
“The kinds of services and
support that are now available
to our LGBTQ campus com
munity are possible because
of the work of Milton Ford,”
Seguin Beighley said. “Milton
did this for our community,
for past students and for those
who will never know him but
will benefit from his legacy.”

iOClAlizi
Jesse Bernal, the new vice president of inclusion and equity at Grand Val
ley State University, talks with faculty, staff and members of the campus community.

Inclusion VP familiarizes
with campus community
BY DREW HOWARQ

FROM JANUARY 16. 2015

n his first month
as the new vice
president
for
Inclusion
and
Equity, Jesse Ber
nal has spent much of his time
learning more about the cam
pus community by engaging
with students, faculty and oncampus organizations.
Bernal was announced as
the new vice president for
Inclusion and Equity in late
January. Since officially join
ing Grand Valley State Uni-

STUDENT-HUN IKjBLICATIONS LANTMOWN.COM

Every newspaper is printed
on recycled paper.
Every issue left on the
stands is then re-recycled. 1

We call it:
“The cycle of life.”

versity, Bernal said his inter
actions with the community
have helped him and others
in the Division of Inclusion
and Equity in their plans
moving forward.
“I’ve had the opportunity
to meet and hear from many
people and communities both
on campus and in the greater
Michigan community,” Ber
nal said. “I am honored by the
outpouring of support and
interest, and look forward to
continuing this engagement
as a listening and learning op
portunity as we think about
the next phase of inclusion and
equity work at GVSU.”
Organizations
Bernal
met with include the LGBT
Center, the Women’s Center
and the Office of Multicul
tural Affairs.
“I’ve felt fortunate to have
been able to meet with many

groups and organizations, and
it was great to see each packed
with students,” Bernal said.
“I see a primary function of
my role as understanding the
many experiences and per
ceptions on campus and be
ing able to articulate a broad
voice for our community.”
Bernal explained that his
main priority as VP is to find
every opportunity he can to lis
ten and learn from community
members at GVSU, as well as in
the West Michigan community.
“The Division of Inclusion
and Equity is charged with
providing a rich, inclusive
learning and working environ
ment that attracts, retains and
supports a diverse commu
nity,” Bernal said.

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE
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Laker family mourns loss
BY AUDRA GAMBLE

FROM NOVEMBER 17, 50m

n Monday morning,
Grand Valley State
University student Al
exander Aninos was
killed in a car accident.
Aninos was a fifth-year music edu
cation major, who hoped to become a
music teacher and a lacrosse coach.
The 22-year-old was very involved
with life at GVSU. He was a founding
member of the GVSU indoor box la
crosse club and a member of Phi Mu
Alpha, a music fraternity.
Aninos was also a part of a
saxophone quartet and other var
ious music groups in the School

of Music and Dance.
“Alex was a hard worker, he was
very dedicated,” said Carol Aninos,
his mother. “He couldn’t wait to be
a teacher. He always strived, he al
ways wanted to be better.”
According to his mother, play
ing music was the most important
thing to Aninos.
“He was a great musician,” said
Brett Ortiz, president of Phi Mu Al
pha. “Everyone in the Performing
Arts Center is like a family, we were
hit really hard by (his death). The day
we found out, several people showed
up, and we had a little memorial and
bonded over that.”
Outside of his music, Aninos

was very active. He was a lacrosse
coach at Hudsonville High School
and was an officer and captain on
GVSU’s indoor box lacrosse team.
“He was our programs first
goalie,” said Kevin Scheiber, presi
dent of the club. “Without him, our
team would have never started. His
love for the game was unbeatable,
and his compassion toward help
ing others was undeniable.”
Teammates, fellow musicians and
fraternity members all remarked on
how hard Aninos worked.
“Alex always pushed us to be the
best we could even when we had noth
ing left to give,” Scheiber said. “Alex
never gave up; whether we were losing

a game or conditioning at practice, he
led by example and was our primary
motivation to succeed.”
Aninos went to Walled Lake
Northern High School, but adjusted
well to life at GVSU.
“He has a lot of memories (at
GVSU),” said Carol Aninos. “People
welcomed him there; the music de
partment, I can’t say enough. He grew
up to be a wonderful person, he was a
great kid.”
“The world will always be a
little bit darker without his smile,”
Scheiber said.
“I’ll never understand, but he’s
still doing what he wanted, teaching,
wherever he is,” said his mother.

Aninos was killed in a crash that
occurred at 8:17 a.m. when he at
tempted to make a U-turn and was
hit by a semi-tractor trailer on Belding Road in Cannon Township, Mich.
Aninos was on his way to his teach
ing assistant joh at Lakes Elementary
School, near Rockford.
For those wishing to attend the
memorial service, it will be held this
Friday from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. at Elton
Black and Son funeral home. The fu
neral home is located at 1233 Union
Lake Rd. in White Lake, Mich.
1
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. at St. Patrick Parish of White
Lake, located at 9086 Hutchins Rdr,
also in White Lake, Mich.

Student Scholars
Day showcases
research projects
BY HANNAH LENTZ

FROM APRIL 9, 5015

ver 400 presentations by more than
600 student presenters lined the
Grand River Room, Henry Hall
and the Mary Idema Pew Library
at Grand Valley State University
for Student Scholars Day on Wednesday, April 8.
Student Scholars Day is an event held once
each year to celebrate the scholarship and cre
ativity of upperclassmen. Representatives from
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Mercy
Health and the College of Health Professions
were in attendance, as well as students.
“This is what Grand Valley is all about,”
said CLAS Dean Frederick Antczak. “ Ihis is
an opportunity to work with youd^rofessor
and add to your knowledge outside of a lec
ture hall. You’re actually doing the work that
is required of your field of research.”
Areas of study displayed at the event
ranged from social media habits to medical
explorations. One of these projects focused
on Drosophila Genomics Research. The
project looks to take its scientific applica
tions and apply them to human needs.
“Everything that we’re doing here can be
used to look at human genes and how they ex
press in disease states or in healthy states, and
it’s really relevant to human medicine,” said
Christopher Timmer, a student involved with
the project. “We’re developing technology that

can sequence DNA very quickly. This model
of actually fixing genes is fine tuning the same
process we will find in humans.”
Another student project looked into the
impact of a paleolithic diet and exercise
regiment on the heart. Chelsea Horvath,
one of the project contributors, hopes to
use this information in her future career
in physical therapy.
“Knowing more about more diets is never
a bad thing,” Horvath said. “If someone comes
in with cardiovascular problems, I can provide
them with a new diet and exercise that will help
them have the most efficient results.”
Though some of the names of the projects
were quite extensive, students working on these
projects were present to speak with those in at
tendance and explain their group’s goals.
“If you don’t understand something, you
have to go up and ask about it,” Antczak said.
“Some of these projects may seem distant at
first, but after you talk with them, you can
really see the life applications they may have,
even to your life.”
Additionally, student groups had to estab
lish a mentorship with a member of GVSU
faculty or staff throughout their work. For
each project there was a mentor present, and
often, mentors worked with multiple groups
in similar areas of study.
“One of the neatest things about being at
Grand Valley is to be able to work one on one

uALsR ^ A GVSU student presents his research at the annual Student Scholars"
Day, which celebrates student projects. More than 600 students participated this year.

with undergrads, and this is a good opportu
nity to get to present their work in front of
a friendly audience,” said Sheldon Kopperl,
biomedical sciences and liberal studies pro
fessor. “It is good practice for when they go
into meetings and presentations.”
Student Scholars Day projects can be part
of a course or as independent collaborations
with faculty. GVSU encourages all students
to consider to share their work with the
GVSU community, Antczak said.
“My favorite question to ask people is,
‘What was your most productive failure?’

Because, when you do a research project,
there are false starts, and what’s important
about it is not that you got it right or wrong
but that you learned the proper technique of
what to focus in on,” Antczak said.
Concluding the day of student celebra
tion, Brian Fagan, an emeritus professor of
anthropology at the University of California
at Santa Barbara, gave the keynote speech
entitled “A Warming World and Changing
Seas: An Archaeologist Looks at Climate
Change,” where he discussed rising sea lev
els and the study of ancient climate change.

SVSU wins BOTV fundraiser for 7th straight year
ALYSSA RETTELLE

FROM NOVEMBER 17, B01N

rand Valley State Uni
versity lost the battle
against Saginaw Val
ley State University this
past weekend during
the 12th annual Battle of the Valleys
fundraising competition.
GVSU ended up raising $7,000
for the Grand Valley Children’s Fund,
while SVSU raised $32,000 for the
Cory Rivard, Jr. Promise Foundation.
GVSU hasn’t beaten SVSU at fun
draising since 2007, when they raised

$31,382 for the Helen DeVos Chil
dren’s Hospital.
Since the Battle of the Valleys
began in 2003, the universities
have raised over $350,000 for local
and national charities that benefit
children such as United Way, Make
a Wish Foundation, Habitat for
Humanity, Salvation Army, Special
Olympics and S.P.O.R.T.S. (Stu
dents Providing Opportunities and
Recreation Through Sports).
The Grand Valley Children’s
Fund was established to assist stu
dents and local non-profits who

work with children. Donations will
continue to go into this non-profit
fund throughout the year, and
charities can apply for a mini-grant
that can be used to fund programs,
projects or operational costs for
their organization.
Andrew Plague, the president of
Student Senate, said the Children’s
Fund was created as a way to insti
tutionalize the Battle of the Valleys
giving. The Children’s Fund Board
is made up of the Student Senate
executive vice president, students,
staff and faculty.

“Instead of choosing a char
ity each year and donating what we
raise to that, we will raise money for
this fund,” Plague said. “The Chil
dren’s Fund really allows for greater
learning and engagement, both for
the students making the funding de
cisions and for the students poten
tially applying for funding.”
SVSU raised money for the
Cory Rivard, Jr. Promise Founda
tion, which seeks to educate college
students about depression, anxi
ety and other mental illnesses by
working directly with college cam

puses to increase suicide awareness
and prevention. Cory Rivard, Jr.,
committed suicide in January 2011
and had attended GVSU.
From Nov. 9 through Nov. 15,
there were events ranging from
bingo to scavenger hunts, auctions
to bake sales, all of which helped
raise money for the event. After a
week of fundraising, Battle of the
Valleys ended with GVSU’s final
football game of the season vs.
SVSU. The GVSU football team
went on to win the game 21 to 3. -
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GV slow to send safety notification
8V AUORA GAMBLE

FROM SEPTEMBER 15, 501*4

I Grand Valley State
| University
student
I claims to have been
raped in her apartment on
Sunday,
Sept. 7 just before 4 a.m. The stu
dent’s apartment in Country Place
Apartments was broken into, and
the student was sexually assaulted.
Though the GVSU student re
ported the incident to the police
directly after it happened, GVSU
students were not notified of the

assault until Thursday afternoon,
nearly five days later.
The sexual assault took place off
campus, and as such, the investigation
is under the jurisdiction of Ottawa
County police, rather than the Grand
Valley Police Department.
However, GVPD says they are
doing all they can to assist with the
investigation.
“We work with the sheriff’s de
partment often involving Grand
Valley students and non-students
as well,” said GVPD Capt. Brandon
DeHaan. “If it’s on our campus or
around the area, we’ll assist them.”

While the notice was not sent out
through GVPD, DeHaan said his of
ficers are aware of the situation.
“Our officers have been made
aware of this, but at this point in
time, our officers are on patrol
and we ask our officers and stu
dents to be aware,” DeHaan said.
“Crime can happen any place. It’s
one of those situations that we’re
always trying to stay aware.”
While DeHaan and other GVPD
officers had to defer to the Ottawa
County police, some students were
unhappy with the slow response from
the university. Members of the student

organization Eyes Wide Open posted
about the incident on social media on
Wednesday evening.
In addition, Andrew Brown, a
GVSU student, contacted FOX 17
about the lack of communication be
tween the university and students.
“There was a rape that hap
pened, and (multiple) days later
the university hadn’t told us that
there was a rapist in Allendale,”
Brown said. “They broke in to (the
student’s) house. This is an issue of
social justice and this isn’t the first
time we had issues of women and
sexual assault at Grand Valley.”

While GVPD made it clear that
they had to follow Ottawa County
police in this incident, Brown felt
GVPD could have done more.
“I wish they had notified stu
dents,” Brown said. “If it’s OK for
GVPD to hand out MIPs, then
they can do their best to keep stu
dents safe and notify us. Even if
it s an ongoing investigation, they
need to say ‘this crime has been
reported and it’s true. Here are the
steps you can do to keep yourself
safe.’ No excuse for Grand Valley
to say that they needed to wait for
Ottawa County.”

Re-evaluating sexual assault policies
BY AUORA GAMBLE B

“We’ve acknowledged that
think people understand just how
awful it would be to sit there and lis our existing system works bet
FROM DECEMBER B. 501*4
ten to him try and defend himself. ter when it’s an issue that doesn’t
or the third time this Even though you can do it through concern safety as much as it does
semester, Grand Val video conference, I would still have more minor behavior,” Hamilton
said. “Someone drinks underage,
ley State University to hear and probably see him.”
Dwight Hamilton, GVSUs Title or there’s an issue of academic
students, faculty and
staff received a cam IX officer, said that students have op dishonesty. We acknowledge that
tions available to them if they feel un in order to get through these
pus safety notification informing
cases in a prompt, thorough, ef
them of a sexual assault in the comfortable attending the trial.
“I’ve always told every one of our fective manner, we need to really
GVSU community. The Dec. 3
notification was in reference to an victim/survivors, once I’ve made look at each phase and identify
a finding, I’ve said that I will go in what protects the due process and
incident at 48 West apartments.
In addition to the new case, the in as the complainant, but there is no really streamline it so it serves
dividual who filed the Title IX com one that is better at conveying what that purpose.
“The new policy streamlines
plaint with the U.S. Department of happened in that situation than you
Education’s Office for Civil Rights in are,” Hamilton said. “Some elect not that process considerably. We
regard to GVSUs sexual assault pol to do so, and I understand that be don’t have the duplicative Title IX
icy has stepped forward. Sara Chit cause that’s a very scary situation. finding and then judicial makes a
tenden, a senior at GVSU, filed the We do try very hard to make that a finding. Now the finding still stays
within Title IX but goes directly to
complaint in October because she is safe environment.
“We don’t require the victim/sur the Dean of Students for remedial
unhappy with how the university has
vivor to be in the same room with the sanction if there is a finding.”
handled her sexual assault case.
The university remains con
“I don’t really think they do a very assailant. In all of the situations that
good job,” she said. “I think they’re I’ve been a part of, the victim/survi fident that the investigation by
just now starting to admit that there vor has appeared remotely. They’re in the Office for Civil Rights will go
needs to be some change in light of another building, they’re away, and well. In addition, GVSU Presi
there’s a support person there from dent Thomas Haas said he is glad
the public eye being on them now’’
that conversations are happening
Chittenden said she was raped the Women’s Center with them.”
Chittenden said that Hamilton about sexual assault at GVSU.
at her off-campus apartment by a
“Actually, I’m very, very sat
GVSU student. She didn’t go to the contacted her after the trial saying he
police and the perpetrator wasn’t would appeal her case to get a harsh isfied that these incidences are
being brought to light now,”
criminally charged. The case went er punishment for the perpetrator.
“I received an email with the sanc .Haas said. “At the end of the day,
to trial on campus last year and was
tions back in April, and (Hamilton) that’s what we want. We can’t
handled by university staff.
The perpetrator was assigned said he was going to appeal them just think that the previous be
the following sanctions by the because they are unacceptable,” Chit haviors as institutions set the
tenden said. “But that’s the last email tone for the future. I think we
hearing coordinator at GVSU:
1. (Student) is prohibited from I got, and since then I haven’t heard need to set that tone, especially
in this particular area.”
contacting (Chittenden) either di anything from them.”
Chittenden’s case was handled
On Nov. 3, the Lanthorn pub
rectly or (in)directly, through elec
under the procedure set forth in lished a letter to the editor from
tronic media, phone, etc.
the existing student code. However, Haas stating that GVSU will not
2. (Student) is to remain on
probation during the remainder of since then the university has imple tolerate sexual assault. However,
mented an interim sexual miscon Chittenden found the letter to be
his student status.
more hurtful than
3. (Student) is required to meet duct policy, which
helpful.
with the coordinator of the Men went into effect Nov.
“Initially I was kind
in Action Group to discuss con 21. The university
“...our existing
of insulted (by the let
sent and the role of men in pre plans to seek commu
ter),” Chittenden said.
venting sexual assault and sexual nity input about of
system works
ficially changing the
“It’s hurtful to have so
violence toward women; and
better when it’s
policy next semester.
many administrators
4. (Student) must write a
“We
want
there
to
and staff be talking
3-page paper at the conclusion of
an issue that
about the investiga
the meeting with the coordinator be buy-in by the com
doesn’t concern
Hamilton
tion without talking to
of the Men in Action Group to munity,”
me personally. I made
confirm his understanding of his said. “We’ll use the in
safety...”
myself really avail
meeting with the Men in Action terim misconduct pol
able, and I gave re
Group. This paper must be com icy as a starting point,
JWIGHT HAMILTOf*
ally explicit ideas on
pleted no later than April 21,2014. but if there are things
FORMER TITLE IX
what needs to change,
“They kind of hinted at the fact that we need to add,
OFFICER
but they keep talking
that because I wasn’t at the trial is remove or whatnot,
about me as if I don’t
why the punishment was lax,” Chit were going to seek the
tenden said. “There needs to be more partnership of our faculty, our staff exist and that really bothers me.”
and our students.”
In addition to the letter, Haas has
accountability and transparency.
According to Hamilton, the in also taken the initiative in a multitude
“When I expressed that I didn’t
want to be in the room, it was treat terim policy has been in the works of situations to express his stance on
ed as ‘I need more therapy,’ instead much earlier than the Office for Civil sexual assault on college campuses.
of ‘I don’t want to see this person.’ Rights investigation. Hamilton began
LOG ON TO:
They kept talking to me saying it working on the revised policy this
www.lanthorn.com
can be empowering, but I would say July, months before the Title IX com
FOR THE FULL ARTICLE
it’s not empowering for me. I don’t plaint was filed on Oct. 6.
CARLY SIMPSON
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Dwight Hamilton and Theresa Rowland speak at an event.
The U.S. Department of Education is investigating GVSU for Title IX.

Under investigation
GV is one of 80 schools on Title IX list
BY AUDRA GAMBLE

FROM OCTOBER 53, 501*4

rand Valley State Uni
versity is under inves
tigation by the U.S.
Department of Educa
tion’s Office for Civil
Rights in regard to their compliance
with Title IX responsibilities.
• A complaint was filed against
the university on Oct. 6, and will
be investigated fully.
! According to the official statement
from GVSU, “the university believes it
is in full compliance with all its Title
IX responsibilities, and the Division of
Inclusion and Equity works vigilantly
to ensure a campus climate free from
harassment and discrimination.”
GVSUs Title IX officer Dwight
Hamilton said the university has been
pnable to identify the individual com
plaint that the investigation involves.
The complaint was filed with the Of
fice for Civil Rights, an office of the
federal Department of Education.
; “The complaints can be filed by
anyone, it doesn’t have to be an af
fected partyf Hamilton said. “We have
Responded by providing information
that (the Office for Civil Rights) re
quested. They requested information
fegarding our practice and procedures
regarding sexual violence.”
! GVSU now joins over 80 other
universities that are currently under
investigation for Title IX violations.
; Hamilton is not surprised that
£VSU has been added to die list.
! “I think this is part of a larger envi
ronment,” Hamilton said. “The Office
for Civil Rights started off with the
Ivy Leagues and they’re broadening
their scope to include other universi
ties. They’re not even waiting for com
plaints. It really doesn’t surprise me.
They want to know how institutions
are dealing with this issue.”

While the university does not
currently have access to the partic
ular complaint filed against GVSU,
Hamilton said he does not think
the complaint is related to the two
recent sexual assault reports that
have occurred on or around the
Allendale Campus.
The First reported sexual as
sault that involved a breaking and
entering at.Country Place Townhouses on Sept. 7.
The second* reported sexual as
sault occurred on the Allendale
Campus on Oct. 5, but was not re
ported until Oct. 13, after the Title
IX complaint had been filed.
According to Hamilton, the
Office for Civil Rights has been
investigating a large number of
universities in order to assess how
those institutions are handling
cases of sexual assault and harass
ment. In the past, there have been
universities that did not have the
proper protocols in place to deal
with situations of sexual assault
and harassment.
“(The Office for Civil Rights was)
addressing instances at a number of
universities where people had not
had access to judicial processes or
other things. That has never hap
pened here at GVSU. We have con
tinually measured our response to
what those requirements have been.”
GVSU now joins Michigan State
University and the University of
Michigan as the three colleges in
the state under investigation for
Title IX violations.
However, Hamilton feels that
more Michigan universities will
probably be investigated in the future.

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
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Campus forum focuses on sexual assault
BY HANNAH LENTZ

kROM NOVEMBER 10. 501*4

exual
assault
was the main
theme of the
campus forum
held by Grand
Valley State University’s Stu
dent Senate on Nov. 6 in the
Mary Idema Pew Library.
With more than 100 students
in attendance, individuals
were able to bring forward
(heir concerns to a panel of
felated personnel.
! The forum was based off a
similar event hosted by Stu
dent Senate last year that took
a town hall approach to campus-wide
communication.
This year, Senate President
Andrew Plague requested that
ho media record the event to
keep it an open and safe space
for everyone in attendance.
; The panelists of the night
included Director of Public
Safety Renee Freeman, As
sociate Vice President for

Affirmative Action and Title
IX Officer Dwight Hamil
ton, Assistant Vice Provost
for Student Affairs Marlene
Kowalski-Braun and Violence
Against Women Act Grant
Director Theresa Rowland.
The forum covered topics
from the need for improved
lighting on campus to gun
rights, but the majority of the
forum was spent discussing
sexual assault with increased
awareness on the matter and
the Title IX investigation
currently underway.
A group of GVSU students
brought up the topic of sexual
assault procedures. The group
held signs reading statistics
of sexual assault instances on
campus, many of these facts
relating to GVSU directly. The
group of students brought up
their concerns regarding the
punishment of attackers and
the number of sexual assault
cases on GVSUs campuses.
“I don’t think there is an

increase of crime on campus,”
Hamilton said. “More people
are aware of the issue and are
coming forward with informa
tion which is a good thing.
“In instances like this, it
is never the victim’s fault re
gardless of what they’re wear
ing, where they’re walking or
if they consumed alcohol. The
responsibility is solely on the
attacker and we want to help
those in need to find the most
comfortable solution. A sur
vivor can always step away
from the process at any time,
but the door is always open to
continue the process.”
Currently at GVSU, de
pending on the type of report
filed, students can meet with
campus police, faculty mem
bers, the Women’s Center or
anyone they feel comfortable
disclosing information to.
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Oeandreah K. Hollowell and other students show support for
sexual assault victims at the campus forum, which had over 100 students in attendance.
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Title IX officer to leave GV
BY HANNAH LENTZ

FROM JANUARY 15. 5015

Dwight Hamilton, who left GVSU in February, was
replaced by Theresa Rowland as the interim Title IX officer.

DIVERSITY:

fter being employed with
Grand Valley State Uni
versity for almost five
years, Dwight Hamilton,
associate vice president
for Affirmative Action and Title IX of
ficer, will be leaving to take a position as
Chief Diversity Officer of Smith College,
a private liberal arts college for women
located in Massachusetts.
Hamilton will be leaving GVSU on
Feb. 20. Though the replacement of his
position is still being discussed, Hamilton
said that Title IX responsibilities will be
passed on and will be fully taken care of.
As of October, GVSU has been fac
ing a Title IX investigation regarding
sexual violence on campus. One of 85
other institutions under investigation,
Title IX responsibilities fall under Ham
ilton’s current position.
“I will remain a resource for Grand
Valley as they go through the process
of a Title IX investigation,” Hamilton
said. “I will be available to help with the
procedure even though I have taken
another position.”
The position at Smith College, initially

brought up to Hamilton in June, is a cabi
net level position that will involve work
ing directly with diversity related issues
across the university campus.
“The job that ended up being dis
cussed was an attractive opportunity to
work with diversity affair programming
and compliance work,” Hamilton said.
“I will be working to eliminate diversity
barriers at the university through this po
sition. It is truly a great opportunity’’
Smith College is one of the largest lib
eral art schools for women in the country.
It was ranked 19th in the 2015 National
Liberal Arts Colleges Rankings. Hamil
ton said that he looks forward to working
with such a highly ranked liberal college
through his new position.
During his time at GVSU, Hamilton
served several different positions related
to diversity affairs issues on campus. In
these positions, Hamilton worked to
maintain a positive work environment
for employees and a safe and benefi
cial learning environment for students.
Hamilton worked with his department
to create an “equal opportunity campus
for all students.” Additionally, Hamilton
said he is proud of the university’s work
to create a more open campus for stu
dents who identify as transgender and

for students whose religious affiliations
affect their academic schedule.
Though the future of Hamilton’s
position is still being decided upon,
GVSU is currently in the search for a
Vice President of Inclusion and Equity.
The position, created in January 2008,)
was made to show the efforts of senior
leadership to make the university com
munity more inclusive for all faculty
and staff members, as well as students.
Departments in the division of Inclu-i
sion and Equity include Affirmative
Action; Disability Support Resources^
and Inclusion Initiatives, Intercultural
Training, Learning and Development. With the search to fill this position
to be finished after candidates visit the
university at the end of January, Hamil
ton has full faith that the contender cho
sen will also work to maintain the same
beliefs and inclusion goals he had for
GVSU students, staff and faculty.
“I have no doubt that those who wilt
be fulfilling the needed responsibilities
will do what is best for the university,’*
Hamilton said. “Though I have not beerr
directly involved with the hiring process^
from what I have seen, all the candidate^
have impressive ambitions and skill setS
to offer to the Grand Valley community*

April Fools’ Day joke starts fire at Campus West
BY HANNAH LENTZ 8
SARAH HILLENBRAND

FROMAPRIL 5. 5015

. ■■ hat started out
as a April Fools’
Day prank soon
resulted in fire
, '< ■ ...
fighting
crews
from Georgetown, WrightTallmadge
and
Allendale
Township working to put out a
fire in the Campus West apart
ment complex across from
Grand Valley State University.
According to Capt. Dave
Pelton from the Allendale fire
and rescue department, the
flames started at approximate
ly 9:15 a.m. on Wednesday af
ter a small firework was ignited
indoors. Several female stu
dents tossed the lit firecracker
at their roommate which then
landed in a laundry hamper,
causing the fire at 4932 West
Campus Drive apartment. The
building was evacuated.
Nichol Garnsay, property
manager at Campus West,
said the fire department ar
rived quickly and took con
trol of the situation.
“(The tenants) called 911
first, thankfully,” Garnsay said.
“We headed out there with fire

extinguishers until the fire de
partment got there.”
The fire was contained by
emergency personnel, pre
venting it from spreading to
the surrounding apartment
units. There have been no re
ported injuries, and the rest
of the residents in the build
ing were able to return to their
apartments the same day.
“The lesson to be learned
here is don’t play with fire
works,” Pelton said. “It can
have negative results.”
Garnsay said there was
some structural damage to
the upper level of the unit and
some of the drywall, but there
was no damage to other units.
“They’re starting repairs to
morrow, so hopefully it will be
done in a few weeks,” Garnsay
said. “We don’t have a specific
timeline for when the repairs
will be completed.”
Campus West doesn’t re
quire renter’s insurance, Gamsay said, but the students will be
held responsible for the dam
ages. The students will stay in a
model until the repairs on their
unit are completed.
Though the fire took place
at an off-campus location,

Grand Valley Police Depart
ment personnel also reported
to the scene to offer university
assistance to the residents of the
damaged apartment. GVPD
also gives the students’ names
to university officials in case
they need further support.
“We will respond to near
campus housing units where
Grand Valley students may
live to check to see if universi
ty help is needed in the case of
a crisis,” said Capt. Brandon
DeHaan of GVPD.
In most emergency situa
tions in off-campus locations,
the local sheriff’s department,
fire department and the police
department will report to the
scene, as well as a GVPD officer
for support, DeHaan said.

PLAYING WITH FIRE: Firefighters from three different areas gather outside of Campus
West after an April Fools’ Day fire started in an apartment. No injuries were reported.

0K. SO MY SUBS BEAUY ABE NT GOUBMET AND
WE'RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, IL
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA

CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT

AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

ww
8" $U6 SANDWICHES

G^ORLD’S GREATtSj
0(,JlMET SANDWlC"

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

All of my sandwiches are 8 inches ot homemade
French bread, fresh veggies and the finest meats &
cheese I can buy! We slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!

#l PEPE*'
Real wood smoked ham and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (The original)

#2 BIG JOHN4'
Medium rare choice roast beef. mayo. •
lettuce & tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*'
Fresh housemade tuna, mived with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)

#4 TURKEY TOM*'
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

#5 VITO*

My club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on my fresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread or my famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

SLIMS™
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM

I
2
3
4
5
6

Ham £ cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double provolone

Low Carb Lettuce Wrap

cMomsjp
Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone.
capicola. onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Not peppers by request)

1. Sleeveless Arab garments
5. Make somebody laugh
10. Doctors’ group
13. Afghan Persian language
14. Indian dresses
15. Publisher Condc
17. l>oud noises
18. ’Threefold
19. 6489 FL Greek mountain
20. Holds outerwear
22. Expressed pleasure
23. Hawaiian floral garlands
24. Unhappy
26. Belonging to a thing
27. Tooth caregiver (abbr.)
30. A public promotion
31. Levels to the ground (alt.
spelling)
33. Nursing group
34. Set aside for a purpose
38. Slightly wet
40. One of#l across

41.
45.
49.
50.

Any competition
Verify
Lyricist Gershwin
Bangladesh capital before
1982
52. Potato state
54. "Weighing Gold” artist
Gerard
55. Australian Racing Board
56. Type of health insurance
58. Pierce with a knife
60. Southeast Asia Treaty Org.
62. Outer garment storage mom
66. Genus cuniculus
67. Speak
68. Language, a.k.a. twi
70. Smudge made by soot
71. Amber is one
72. Stand to hold articles
73. Midway between S and SE
74. Satiates
75. One who colors clothes

CLUES DOWN
1. Determine the sum of
2. Spoken in the Dali region
3. River in Florence
4. Plant fiber that makes rope
5. Spanning
6. 1978 Turkish massacre
7. Acid causing gout
8. Drops underwater
9. Midway between B and SE
10. Dwarf buffalo
11. Five iron
12. Valuable owned items
16. Small amounts
21. High, green or iced
22. 6th Jewish month
25. Macaws
27. Male parent
28. The king of molecules
29. Golfer Snead
32. Swedish krona
35. Express pleasure
36 Resource-based economy
• ♦ ♦♦

37. A waterproof raincoat
39 Red Oiina
42. Furnish with help
43. Criminal Records Office
44.___de cologne
46 Repeat sound
47. Stonestreet character
48. Baby cats
50. Sleep reveries
51. Ancient calculating device
53. Constitution Hall org.
55. Vipers
57. Plant structure (alt. spelling)
58. Gymnopcdis composer Erik
59. A slab of lumber
61 Modem london gallery
63. Kiln
64. All right
65. Ceremonial staff of authority
67 Many not ands
69. Norwegian money (abbr.)

. pREFfP
5l f° WM,AT
YOU CALL. *
jApPCN!

BUT IF VOU

|T HAK

WE Cflw

★ SIDES ★

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*'
Genoa salami. Italian capicola. smoked ham.
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato.
onion, mayo £ our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*'
A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone. lettuce, tomato £ mayo.

#lt COUNTRY CLUB*'

optional

Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

J.J.B.L.T.*'
•

#8 BILLY CLUB*'
Choice roast beef, smoked ham. provolone cheese.
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato £ mayo.

#12 BEACH CLUB*1 ®

layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only. Sprouts* optional)

■aeon, lettuce, tomato £ mayo!
(MyI I T. rocks)

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB
1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato £ mayo!

Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham.
provolone. and tons of lettuce, tomato £ mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

$>

#6 THE VEGGIE

CLUES ACROSS

MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
REGARDLESS OF WHAT SHE THINKS. FREAKY FAST
IS WHERE IT'S AT. I HOPE YOU LOVE 'EM AS MUCH
AS I DO! PEACE!
-.
.. 0-1*,

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUE ’
Double provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato £ mayo. (Try it on my
7 gram whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yummy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*’
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato £ mayo.
An American classic!

* Soda Pop
* Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie

#15 CLUB TUNA*'

* Real potato chips or |umbo kosher dill pickle

The same as our #3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more Housemade tuna salad, provolone.
sliced cucumber, lettuce £ tomato (Sprouts* optional)

* Extra load of meat
* Fitra cheese or eitra avocado spread

ORDER ONLINE <S> JIMMYJOHNS

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers. Oi|on mustard, yellow mustard,
oil & vinegar, nregano. sprouts*.

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN*
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham. capicola.
roast beef, turkey £ provolone.
lammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions mayo, lettuce, tomato £ our
homemade Italian vinaigrette

#16 CLUB LULU*
Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
£ mayo. (JJ s original turkey £ bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER*
Real wood smoked ham and bacon with lettuce,
tomato £ mayo! (This one rocks!)

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"

©_
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Fulton: cMy son mattered’
Trayvon Martin’s mother encourages students to act against discrimination
BY AUORA GAMBLE

FROM JANUARY 55. 5015

NO MORE SILENCE: Sybrina Fulton, Trayvon Martin’s mother, gave the
keynote lecture on Martin Luther King Jr. Day at Fieldhouse Arena.

ess than three weeks
away from what would
have been her sons
20th birthday, Syb
rina Fulton gave the
keynote address during Grand Val
ley State University’s Martin Luther
King Jr. Day events.
Wendy Wenner, acting vice presi
dent of inclusion and equity at GVSU,
felt Fulton was the perfect fit to speak
on a day honoring one of the most fa
mous advocates for non-violence.
“(Fulton) has inspired us all to
educate ourselves and our children
about civil rights and the right to full
participation for all of our children
in this society without the fear of
violence,” Wenner said.
Fulton’s son, Trayvon Martin,
was shot and killed by George Zim
merman on Feb. 26, 2012.
Following the death of her son and
the resultant country-wide frenzy, Ful

ton hoped to make sure no one else
had to go through her pain.
“Trust me, you do not want to
walk in these boots,” Fulton said.
“You have family members that die,
but when you have a child die, that’s
a different level of pain.”
Fulton’s speech at the GVSU
Fieldhouse on Monday was the first
in a series of three speeches she gave
at surrounding universities. Her
message to young college students is
simple: get involved.
Many students at GVSU are the
same age as what Trayvon Martin
would have been, and his mother
wants her son’s peers to shape the
future of their nation.
“We encourage our young people
to come up with innovative ways, cre
ative ways so they can make positive
change in their community,” Fulton
said. “We’re laying the groundwork
to pass it on to them, so they have to
decide how (they) want the fabric of
America to look like.

“It becomes not only our country,
but their country as well because now
they are participants in what’s going to
happen to them in the future. I think
this country is in a lot of trouble. I
think were in turmoil right now.”
Since the death of her son in 2012,
countless others have been killed due
to what Fulton calls “senseless gun
violence.” Some of the most notable
gun violence deaths in recent months
have been the death of Michael
Brown in Missouri and 12-year-old
Tamir Rice in Cleveland.
“I think about Mike Brown’s fam
ily, I think about the Sandy Hook
families, the Aurora families,” Fulton
said. “There’s just so many things
that are occurring through sense
less gun violence and we have to do
something about it. We can’t contin
ue to remain silent.”

LOG ON TO:
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Redefining fresh food
Student-run farm provides food for GV community
BY CARLY SIMPSON

FROM OCTOBER 5. SOM

tudents at Grand
Valley State Uni
versity will now
have access to
fresh, local pro
duce grown near Allendale. On
;Sept 22, the Sustainable Agri
culture Project, a farm run by
four GVSU student interns and
volunteers, began to sell their
produce to campus dining.
Right now, their food is mainly
being sold at the Connection.
“It excites me to know that
some of the food in the Con
nection is now being sourced
from the SAIT said Dana Eardleft an intern at the SAP. “This
partnership holds great poten

tial, and I look forward to see
ing how this relationship grows
with time. I am appreciative
that students will have the piece
of mind to know where some
of their food is coming from
and to know that it was grown
with sustainable practices.
“I also think that the strug
gle for us to get into campus
dining gives us the opportunity
to enter into an important dia
logue surrounding why these
barriers exist in our food sys
tem. It helps members of the
Farm Club and members of the
community consider how we
must navigate making appro
priate changes in the food sys
tem so that sourcing locally is
not the exception but becomes
commonplace for institutions

like Grand Valley.”
SAP has definitely taught me
Depending on the season, a lot about how to educate
the SAP will be able to provide others, how to work hard for a
produce such as lettuce, kale, common goal and to be a part
tomatoes and green beans, of something that’s bigger
among others. Last year, almost than yourselfT Smolen said. “I
300 trees were planted at the don’t think that most college
farm including apple, service- students think about the ori
berry and chestnut.
gins of their food, or the im
Though the SAP’s main plications that their meal has
growing season is during the as far as how it was produced,
spring and summer months, how far it was transported
the farm is still busy in the fall and where it was grown.
and winter. Leafy greens, such
“It’s a very long line that not
as spinach, and root vegetables a lot of people think of. Food
including beets and turnips is all encompassing. It touches
can be grown during colder every aspect of society and not
months. Production of these a lot of people think about that.”
vegetables can go through the
end of January, said KalTsmo-.
len, an intern at the §AP
" *
“Being an intern at the

HEALTHY Youssef Darwlch washes off vegetables
GVSU Sustainable Agriculture Project farm off campus.
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Spotlight Productions hosts Wayans brothers for Homecoming
BY SHELBY PENOOWSKI

team scrambled to not delay the
performance for too long when
n the early morning the comedians arrived past the
hours on Oct. 9, the scheduled curtain call.
As the Fieldhouse buzzed with
Spotlight
Produc
thousands
of people, students
tions crew at Grand
took
the
30-minute
delay to make
Valley State Univer
fun of their own. Many stu
sity began preparing forsome
the arrival
of the Wayans brothers, Marlon dents jived to music, and three
and Shawn. The students under members of the Phi Beta Sigma
the direction of Spotlight presi fraternity kept attendees cheer
dent Amy Hallochak set up seating ing with synchronized dancing
for 3,200 people, transformed the around the venue.
“Ohio! Who is not from
GVSU Fieldhouse Arena with a
Ohio?
Who is from Ohio?” said
stage and prepared organic chicken
Will Sylvince, the opening act, to
at the request of the comedians.
The
Wayans
Brothers, commence the evening. Sylvince,
known for their roles in “White who tours with the Wayans
Chicks” and the Scary Movie brother, took time in his 15-minfranchise, were booked instead ute skit to share his impressions
of a musician for this years of GVSU and Allendale.
“I don’t think I have ever been
Homecoming concert.
to
Allendale,”
Sylvince said. “Look,
“We wanted to switch it up,”
Hallochak said. “It is not some I am from New York City, and this
thing new; we usually do comedy is some clean a** town.”
The polished facade, newly ren
shows, but it has just been music
ovated
campus and air purity made
here in the past couple of years.”
The choice to invite the two co an impact on the comedian, who
medians was a unanimous decision went on to joke about the already
by the 10 members of Spotlights e- chilly weather. The audience roared
board. As a part of GVSU’s Home for Sylvince’s set, but the screams of
coming week, the board also tried the audience escalated with the in
to select an act to go with the theme troduction of Marlon Wayans.
Although there was no band
“Back in Blue: A Laker Legacy”
this
year for the Homecoming
“The Wayans brothers, I
know, they are from my child- concert, Marlon Wayans want
hood...with their movies and ed a musicians-welcome rather
than the welcome and recogni
stuff?’ Hallochak said.
Preparing for the event was tion comedians receive.
“I had this whole opening in
a breeze according to the mem
my
head,” Marlon said. “I want
bers of Spotlight, until the co
ed
to
come out and I wanted
medians arrived fashionably late.
fireworks
and one of those laser
With a planned arrival of 7 p.m.
and a curtain call of 8 p.m. the shows and a tier of smoke...then

FROM OCTOBER 13. 901U

a

I realized I don’t have the budget
for that...but musicians have bud
gets. Comedians though, all we
have is this microphone.”
From musicians to spring
breaking with Channing Tatum
in Mexico to giving students an
uncensored talk on relationships
and college, the comedian kept
the crowd laughing.
Following a small skit by Syl
vince, Shawn Wayans toojc his turn
in front of the Laker nation.
Shawn, similar to his brother,
joked about comedy in relation to
music and his love for hip-hop. But
it was his relationship advice that
kept the crowd laughing. The bit of
hesitation that some students had
entering the show dissipated after
an hour and a half of laughter.
“Comedy is a different expe
rience,” said Ninah Hargress, an
education major at GVSU. “I never
have really been to a comedy show
before so it was a nice change up.”
With over 2,000 tickets sold,
there was an immense amount
of support for the comedy show
this year. From the stage, the
crowd seemed in full support of
the change as well.
“I thought the show was great
and I thought the crowd was elec
trifying,” Sylvince said. “There
was a lot of energy...and they
seemed to really like comedy.”
At the end of the night as the
crew of Spotlight lined up to pose
with the visiting comedians, each
member wore big smiles signify
ing another successful Home
coming concert in the books.

e>
Marlon Wayans came to GVSU for the Homecoming concert in Oc
tober. Around 3,200 students attended the show to see the Wayans brothers.
COMEDY DUO:

Harris Building contains
hidden gems of ArtPrize
BY DAVID SPECHT

FROM OCTOBER 6. 301P

Hoodie Allen performs on stage at the Grand Valley State University Fieldhouse as
part of the 2015 spring concert, put on by Spotlight Productions. More than 3,000 students attended.
COMMITTING TO FANS:

Hoodie Allen engages students
for personalized performance
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI

FROM APRIL 13. 3015

hen it comes to his
fans, Steve Markowitz,
also known as Hoodie
Allen, is equally com
mitted to them as
they are to him. As he prepared for
his show on April 9 at Grand Valley
State University, he spent time re
sponding to students’ tweets, taking
pictures with fans who began lining
up at 11:30 a.m. for his 8 p.m. show
and tweeting out “So ridiculously ex
cited for GVSU tonight! Can’t believe
3,000 people are coming, we will give
you an epic show #GetWetLakers.”
“I have been tweeting like crazy
today, like it is insane,” Allen said. “I
am trying to catch up to everyone be
cause this is probably one of the shows
where there’s been a lot of social me
dia activity. I am super excited be
cause sometimes you’ll play a college
show and there won’t be that many
tweets, and you are like, ‘Oh this is go
ing to be small tonight.’ But there have
been a lot of people talking.”
When the doors opened at 7
p.m., the line wrapped around the
GVSU Fieldhouse, and people even
waited outside in the rain to see
Lion Babe and Hoodie Allen.
Lion Babe, known for collabo
rations with hip hop artist Child
♦ ♦ ♦ •

ish Gambino, was the first to take
the stage. Following her perfor
mance, many individuals began to
chant “Hoodie” in anticipation of
Allen’s performance.
Throughout the hip hop artist’s set,
references to GVSU occurred regu
larly. Hits such as "No Faith in Brook
lyn” transformed into “No Faith in
Allendale,” and in a cover of Big Sean’s
“I don’t ft** with you,” Hoodie laid
down an original rap with references
to the wrecking ball, Late Night at
Kleiner and even T. Haas.
The GVSU Spotlight Production’s
spring concert was just the beginning
of Allen’s busy summer of performing
and writing new material.
“I try to write from, you know, real
life situations from myselT Allen said.
“I think in hip hop, and in all music, it
is important to tell your own story. So
I think a lot of it is telling your own
story and trying to write stuff in a way
that other people can relate to.”
Starting on June 10, Allen will go
on tour with Fall Out Boy and Wiz
Khalifa on The Boys of Zummer tour.
“I am really excited,” he said.
“I have never been in a position
where I am the opener for a really
big tour like that. It is kind of a new
challenge for me.”
Allen released his latest album
“People Keep Talking” in 2014, but he
is currently working on new music.

“Right now, I am working on a
mix tap that is all sample, all lyrical
hip hop,” Allen said. “So whatever
comes next will be like a free project,
so it will be free online for everyone.
I am sure there will also be a proper
album at some point in 2016, but I
really want the mix tape to be just as
important as an album will be.
“I think mix tapes are a nice
place to experiment and try new
things that you may be scared to
do on an album.”
Although no collaborations for the
mix tape or the album have been ar
ranged yet, Allen wants to work with
Chicago hip-hop artist Vic Mensa,
Marina and the Diamonds, Lily Allen
and Kate Nash.
Even as he grows in popularity, Al
len said he will remain faithful to his
fans and stay true to his music.
“For me, I just love doing it,” he
said. “I love that you can go and talk
to someone on Twitter for months
and months and then they come to
the show and you like know that
person. I think it is really about how
you interact with fans and how the
rest of the music sounds that really
builds someone from, ‘Oh I really
like that one song’ to ‘Oh I need to
go see him in concert.m
Tickets for The Boys of Zummer
tour are now on sale at www.hoodieallen.com/tour.

oasting an attendance
rate of over 300,000,
ArtPrize is anything
but a secret. Within
ArtPrize,
however,
rest a few venues that could be con
sidered the hidden gems of the fes
tival. One of these often-overlooked
locations is the recently renovated
Harris Building, which sits just a
few blocks south of the Urban Insti
tute for Contemporary Arts.
Students visiting ArtPrize often
just visit the venues that are the most
popular or least out of the way, and
might be surprised to find that the
lesser visited locations are home to
powerful pieces - even a few that are
in the final top 20 of the competition.
An icon of the Heartside District
for over a century, the building pri
marily houses The Local Epicurean
pasta shop, but also dedicates much
of its square footage to offices and
event spaces. This October, the fourlevel structure was transformed into
a gallery for three-dozen artists to
display their works.
One such artist is Bill Santelli, who
traveled from Rochester, New York
to display his three-piece large-scale
painting, titled “Dream Flashes.” His
entry was inspired by his travels to
Hawaii and is an abstract work that
is meant to transcend the islands and
express universal feelings.
Santelli, who has never stepped

foot inside Grand Rapids until this
year, has not only found himself ap
preciating the widespread artwork
within the city, but also the venues
that are hosting the artists - including
his host, the Harris Building.
“I think it’s great that they’ve basi
cally brought all of the old brick back
to life,” Santelli said. “Down here on
the first floor the owner is going more
for gallery space and he has done an
amazing job. I’ve seen pictures of be
fore and after, and this building was
really in sorry shape when he took it
over. He’s invested a lot of money and
the results speak for themselves.”
Below the first level sits a vast base
ment that has an industrial feel. Above,
the second floor of the building offers
an entirely atypical space of its own.
“It was a meeting place for the
Knights of Pythias, which was a
private club similar to a masons
group,” Santelli said. “It was a huge
ballroom and there’s a dome ceil
ing that the owner has put the light
bulbs back into, and huge chande
lier fixture that’s massive.”
With a handful of top-20 entries
installed in the Harris Building, visi
tors of ArtPrize might find that the
short hike down Division Ave to the
venue is time well spent. Of course,
artist Santelli is also an art-lover, and
hasn’t spent his entire visit within
the confines of the building.
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ARTPRIZE: People admire Robert Shengle as a living statue at the Har
ris Building, located on Division Street In downtown Grand Rapids.
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Cancer
warrior
Alumna tells about struggle
with diagnosis during college
BY COLLEEN SCHONFIELO

FROM OCTOBER 9. SOM

hen a life-altering situ
ation interrupts the
gradual
adjustment
of experiencing mile
stone moments, such
as transitioning to a university, it
can be anything but easy. However,
with the right kind of support net
works and community resource
centers, the word ‘easy’ soon evolves
into an understatement.
In her freshman year at Grand
Valley State University, Lauren
Wagner experienced a different
version of what many students
would call the hey-days of their
college experience. Hers involved a
battle with cancer, as she was diag
nosed with Hodgkins lymphoma.
Hodgkins lymphoma is a can
cer originating from white-blood
cells that develops in the lymph
nodes - one of the most common
cancers among young adults be
tween the ages of 15 and 30.

“No one in my family up until
that point had any involvement with
cancer on both sides,” Wagner said.
“I was kind of a rarity.”
As an 18-year-old embarking on
what ended up being a successful path
to a degree in social work, its not to
say that Wagners journey experienced
a few speed bumps along the way.
After discovering a lump a week
prior to enjoying a fun weekend at
Michigan State University, Wagner
had to put her plans on hold as her
doctor sent her to further examina
tion with an oncologist. Undergoing
multiple tests, surgeries and biopsies,
Wagner was diagnosed with Hodg
kins lymphoma on Nov. 18, 2010 and
was scheduled to begin chemotherapy
nearly one month later.
“I was devastated,” she said. “It
was surreal - how do you, at 18,
find out you have cancer and be
okay? You’re not.”
Once initially diagnosed, Wagner
took to YouTube in an effort to cope
with cancers accompanied emotions

of fear and loneliness, as well as to
spread positivity and hope for oth
ers dealing with a similar situation.
Through a series of video blogs, she
recorded every step along her chemo
therapy journey, with a more-thanopen willingness to share with others.
“One, (the videos) helped me ver
balize what (I was) feeling,” Wagner
said. “Two, it helped me share what
was going on with everyone in my
life, so it was easier than explaining
things a million times. And three, (it
was) to help others.”
Her YouTube videos received
thousands of views, and people
from around the world began
reaching out to her for insight. ,
Needless to say, this sparked a
domino effect in which Wagner be
gan to pursue more options to par
ticipate in support groups around
the community and around GVSUs
campus. Within one group in par
ticular, Wagner found an even greater
opportunity to share her story.
“I started working with the GVSU

Lauren Wagner was diagnosed with cancer as a freshman.
She chronicled her journey by creating videos of her experiences.
hi i.ovl hy

Cancer Warriors Network because
I was getting really involved with all
of the cancer organizations around
campus,” she said. “It’s a network of
individuals who have been affected by
cancer to connect and come together
to talk and have support...We are all
affected by cancer and it can be very

lonely when you are, so we wanted
to have some sort of network for stu
dents, faculty and staff, or whoever
belongs to the community to come to.”
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GV welcomes sorority row
BY MADOIE FORSHEE

FROM SEPTEMBER 4. S01Q

ince last year,
there has been
a new addition
to
off-campus
apartment hous
ing in Allendale. Grand Valley
State University now has its
very own Greek row.
In just one year, six new
Greek houses were built on
Pierce Street near Copper
Beech Townhomes, marking
the beginning of a transition
for GVSU Greek life to a more
central location in Allendale.
The new houses hold five
sororities (Alpha Omicron
Pi, Alpha Sigma Tau, Phi
Sigma Sigma, Gamma Phi
Beta and Sigma Kappa) and
one fraternity (Alpha Sigma
Phi). The houses, known as
Grand Village, were move-in
ready on Aug. 22, the Friday
before classes. Despite the
late move-in, spirits remain
high for the new housing.
“They’re beautiful inside,”
said Kaitlyn Scholtens, presi

dent of Alpha Omicron Pi.
“(The house) fits our needs bet
ter right now. I like it a lot.”
There has long been a
demand for a proper Greek
row, according to Interfra
ternity Council President
Tyler Dunham. When the
owner of Campus West, Allen
Hoffman, came forward and
wanted to work with GVSU
to build a Greek row, he was
met with a lot of support from
the fraternities and sororities.
Grand Village is a work in
progress; now that the first
phase is done, phase two is
in the works. The next part of
construction will include four
more houses, which the four
remaining sororities (Phi Mu,
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Delta
Zeta and Sigma Sigma Sigma)
will fill up. There have been
talks of a phase three being
done to eventually house the
rest of GVSUs fraternities,
but nothing is set in stone.
Financial ability and the
ability of each chapter to
fill the houses were the two

deciding factors regarding
which sororities and frater
nities got houses in the first
phase of construction. If a
chapter knew it had those
abilities, it voted on whether
to take part in phase one or
wait until phase two was
completed. Some chapters
that live off campus have pre
vious leases with their build
ings so they couldn’t break
that contract.
Funding the construc
tion of Grand Village was an
other issue as well. According
to Dunham, most chapters
reached out to their alumni
bases for preliminary funding
for the project. Now, accord
ing to Scholtens, rent has been
raised so the houses can be
maintained properly - mak
ing it more equivalent to other
off-campus apartment housing
rather than cheaper, on-cam
pus housing that most of the
chapters were in before.
Prior to Grand Village be
ing built, there was on-campus
housing specifically for Greek
life. They are known as Grand
Valley Apartments and housed
five sororities and one frater
nity. Since Grand Village has
been built, all but two sororities
have moved out of GVA. With
the transition away from Grand
Valley Apartments, which have
housed the sororities since they
came to campus, there have
been some mixed feelings, both
bittersweet and excited.
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Six new Greek houses opened for Lakers
this year. The group of houses is called Grand Village.
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iTEP HY ‘ TEE-* The members of Alpha Tau Omega raised $39,000 for the National
Multiple Sclerosis Society during their eight-day walk from GVSU to Traverse City, Mich.

Fraternity walks 160 miles for MS
BY RACHEL HUCK

FROM FEBRUARY 16. 5015

espite
frigid
ft H w‘nc* chills, 20
| of Grand Val
ley State Uni
versity’s Alpha
Tau Omega brothers will
walk from GVSUs Allendale
Campus to Traverse City for
their third annual Walk Hard
fundraiser next week.
Tyler Dunham, president
of ATO, said that Walk Hard
is held in an effort to raise both
money and awareness for The
National Multiple Sclerosis So
ciety. The 160-mile trek takes
eight days to complete.
“We saw a need to have
a stronger impact on the
community
around
us
and made it a goal to see
ourselves make a positive
change on members of our
community,” Dunham said.
In order to ensure that all
of the money donated through
the walk goes directly to the

National Multiple Sclerosis So
ciety, ATO makes it a priority
to provide their own meals and
sleep in churches along the way.
“We’ve pledged ourselves
to ending MS,” Dunham said.
“Every day, we see more people
coming out of the woodwork
that tell us they have MS, and
it helps us realize how great our
impact on friends, family and
strangers around us truly is.
“Introduced in 2008, ATO
was the first GVSU fraternity
that emphasizes Christian
values rather than Greek
ones,” Dunham said. “As a re
sult, ATO focuses on serving
as a positive influence for the
campus community.”
“We walk for those who
can’t,” Dunham said. “We’re
willing to go to great lengths
to do whatever we can to
join the fight.”
As ATO reaches out to get
more individuals involved in
the fundraiser, donations have
increased from $15,000 the first

.
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year to $31,000 the second year.
This year, the brothers’
goal is to raise $35,000. Dun
ham said ATO currently has
about 75 percent of its goal.
“We believe that if more
people are aware of the ef
fects that the disease can
have and why it needs to be
stopped, we can really start
to work to prevent and com
pletely end it,” said Jonathan
Erickson, chair of public re
lations for Walk Hard.
Last year, ATO started
MS Awareness Week, and
are eager to keep it going
during this year’s fundrais
ing. Erickson said the aware
ness week has become a key
part of the event.
In addition, ATO has be
gun to consider how to incor
porate others into the walk in
upcoming years.
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Take two
ba: k The Grand Valley State soccer team captured its second straight national title under first-year head coach Jeff Hosier, who took over for Dave Dilanni before the
start of the season. GVSU defeated Rollins 3-0, with Most Outstanding Offensive Player Jenny Shaba and Most Outstanding Defensive Player Andrea Strauss leading the charge.

8ACK-T0

Soccer team defends national championship with new coach
BY ADAM KNORR

FROM DECEMBER 6. B01H

hen a key member of the origi
nal cast leaves a TV show, it
rarely remains as good. Writers
stretch for story lines and slowly
the fan base dwindles.
After losing coach Dave Dilanni before the
season, the Grand Valley State womens soccer
team had to do some recasting at the helm of its
program. Enter Jeff Hosier - the coach at Alma
before being hired for the GVSU job.

The show changed in Allendale. New dynam
ics were added. Old, familiar methods were re
vamped or even replaced.
But No. 11 GVSUs 3-0 win on Saturday
afternoon over No. 8 Rollins showed that, de
spite the changes, the overall product is just
as good as ever.
Led by Most Outstanding Offensive Player
of the Tournament Jenny Shaba and Most Out
standing Defensive Player of the Tournament
Andrea Strauss, the Lakers rolled through the
NCAA Tournament to grab their second Divi

sion II Championship in as many years.
“With a lot of people doubting us we never
stopped believing in ourselves,” said senior de
fender Juane Odendaal. “We pushed hard every
day in practice. We worked hard every single day
to get better than our opponent.”
One night after a thrilling win in penalty
kicks, the Lakers took to the pitch against
Rollins, which topped Coloradp Mines 1-0
in the semifinals.
The Lakers found themselves in a dangerous
situation less than a minute into the game when

Tars forward Mora Johnson wound up alone in
the box. Johnsons shot sailed wide, however, and
the Lakers were able to breathe a sigh of relief.
That saved breath came screaming back
out minutes later when the Lakers struck gold.
Standout freshman Gabriella Mencotti made a
nifty move and managed to slot a ball through
to Shaba, who tucked it past Rollins goalkeeper.
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PK perfection
Strauss’ heroics send Lakers
to national title soccer game
BY ADAM KNORR

FROM DECEMBER 6. 9014

ndrea Strauss toed her
__ line, staring straight
I ahead. Rain cascaded
down on the field at
Owsley B. Frazier Sta
dium at Bellarmine University.
No. 11 Grand Valley State and
No. 6 Saint Rose were tied 1 -1. Two
overtimes passed, scoreless. The
teams were forced to go to penalty
kicks to decide the match.
The stakes? A trip to the NCAA
Division II National Champion
ship game.
Strauss set. The first shot came.
Strauss moved to her left, overstepped
the ball, but got a hand on it. No goal.
Charlie Soda stepped up for GVSU.
The senior midfielder calmly slotted it
away to give the Lakers a 1 -0 lead.
Again Strauss returned to the

net. This time, the shot sought the
top corner, but a diving deflection
kept the Golden Knights off the
score sheet.
Then it was Gabbie Guibord’s
turn. In the vein of her teammate
before her, the junior knocked her
shot to the low corner and into the
back of the net. 2-0 GVSU.
Once more Strauss stepped to
the goalmouth. And once more,
Strauss came up with a save.
Gabriella Mencotti, a freshman,
took her turn at the penalty spot
and blasted a shot home - 3-0 Lak
ers in penalty kicks. Final score 2-1.
Game over. Lakers win.
“Ever since I started playing goal
keeper I just kind of had a knack for
reading people and thinking where
they’re going to go, trying to read
how they line up or how they ap
proach the ball and kind of go with

Grand Valley State keeper Andrea Strauss, a former club soccer player, stopped all three shots dur
ing the Final Four win over Saint Rose. The Lakers buried all three of their free kicks, leaving with a 2-1 win.

my gut and hopefully its right,”
Strauss said. “I was pretty lucky to
night. I will admit that.”
Thursday nights tilt lasted nearly
three hours, and every second of it
was a white-knuckle ride.
The Lakers opened the game in
a commanding manner, control

ling possession and mustering a
few promising opportunities, but
couldn’t break through.
With just over five minutes to go
in the first half, Saint Rose muscled its
way onto the scoreboard. A set piece in
I,aker territory led to a bouncing ball
in GVSUs box. The ball eventually

Easy as 1-2-3
BY JAY BUSHEN

FROM DECEMBER 6. B01H

mj jn; .g A h 1 A0 Grand Valley State runner Kendra Foley
celebrates another national victory with her teammates.

n less than 10
seconds,
the
Grand
Valley
State women’s
cross
country
team cemented its standing as
an NCAA Division II dynasty.
GVSU sophomore Ken
dra Foley, senior Allyson
Winchester and junior Jes
sica Janecke trotted their

way through swamp-like
conditions en route to an un
precedented podium sweep
in a field of 249 runners at
EP Tom Sawyer State Park
on Saturday, securing topranked GVSU a third straight
national championship - its
fourth in five years.
“The fact that we went
one-two-three is absolutely
amazing,” Foley said. "I don’t
think that’s ever been done

found its way to the foot of Saint Rose’s
Carmelina Puopolo, who snuck a shot
through traffic and past Strauss to put
the Golden Knights up 1-0.
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Lakers sweep podium, win
third straight NCAA crown
and it could have gone in
any order. I could have been
third, Jess could have won
or Ally could have won and
we would have been happy
either way.
“I think that shows just
how much of a family we
are, and also just hearing all
of the GV fans when you’re
coming down to the finish that was the best part.”
A sea of Laker supporters
and student athletes roared
as Foley (21:05.80), Win
chester (21:11.50) and Ja
necke (21:14.70) crossed the
finish line, respectively. For
Winchester, it was an “unre
al” way to close out her cross
country career at GVSU.
“It was emotional,” Win

chester said. “I’m not an
emotional person. I usually
don’t cry, but seeing every
one come together and just
all the support around us
was phenomenal.”
The Lakers finished with
50 points as a team, easily out
distancing GLLAC competitor
and runner-up Hillsdale (115
points). Minnesota-Duluth
(118), Adams State (125) and
Augustana (206) rounded out
the top five.
Sue GVSU runners finished
in the top 40 to earn All-Amer
ican plaudits.
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GV: Runners-up
Peterson leads Lakers to second-place
finish in final meet of college career
BY ADAM KNORR
FROM DECEMBER 6. B01R

t times on Sat
urday morning,
the mens cross
country
Divi
sion II National
Championship meet resembled
a lough Mudder more than a
college sport.
Ihe Grand Valley State
men’s cross country team
trekked through the water
logged course en route to a
second-place finish at the
championship meet. Senior
Alan Peterson led GVSU with
a ninth-place individual finish
(30:42.4) - the second-best in
program history - as the Lakers

posted 127 points to tie the best
finish in men’s team history.
“A year ago we were sec
ond and we were jumping up
and down an all excited,” said
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes.
‘ Now we’re second and we felt
like the world was coming to an
end. We had high expectations
and we wanted to give Adams
State a run but they’re a pretty
darn good program.”
Adams State ran away with
the competition, finishing with
69 points for its third consecu
tive Division II Championship.
The Grizzlies were paced by
senior Tabor Stevens, who won
back-to-back individual titles
with a time of 30:02.0.
GVSU edged out Augus-

tana (136 points) to claim the
runner-up position. Sopho
more Bryce Bradley (31:21.7)
finished 27th before junior
Chad Cini and sophomores
Chris May and Brady Seiner
crossed the finish line at 36th,
37th and 39th, respectively.
“We all came in here try
ing to challenge for the win,”
Cini said. “We knew what we
had to do.
“We came up a little short
but I’m so proud of this
team. We went through a lot
but everyone did what they
had to do.”
Peterson, GVSUs lone con
tributing senior runner, col
lapsed in a heap after crossing
the finish line. Emotion and

exhaustion seeped out of the
squad’s leader as he waited for
his teammates to join him be
yond the finish line.
With the conditions, the
Lakers knew getting off to a
solid start at the gun could
dictate the results of the
match. The sloppy course
made it difficult for the run
ners to find an opportunity to
make a passing move.
The race was largely suc
cessful for GVSU, but for
Baltes and his crew, they still
believe there’s work to be done
for the program.

www.lanthorn.com

Bryce Bradley and his GVSU teammates
fell just short of a title in the NCAA championship meet.
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Lakers advance to Final Four

GV stays perfect in NCAA Tournament with help of soccer, XC teams
BY JAY BUSHEN

FROM DECEMBER R, B01R

* »■
The Grand Valley State volleyball team advanced to
the Final Four in impressive fashion, sweeping all four opponents.

R aitlyn Wolters and the
I Grand Valley State vol
leyball team found a
way to bring their recent
momentum and homecourt advantage to the NCAA Division
II quarterfinals.
Wolters led the way with a double
double on Thursday as GVSU swept a
fourth straight tournament team with a
win over Wingate (25-17,25-21,25-21)
at Knights Hall on the campus of Bellarmine in Louisville, Ky.
Prior to the match, hundreds of
local students from nearby Carter
Traditional Eleifientary School filled
the second-level bleachers adjacent to

the court. The GVSU soccer and cross
country players, who were in atten
dance before their Final Four match
up, turned the group of youngsters
into a Laker-friendly cheering section
- and the volleyball team fed off the
crowd noise early.
“Obviously it was a huge advantage
to our part, having all these Grand
Valley teams here at this fall festival,”
said Wolters, who finished with 29 as
sists, 16 digs and seven kills. “Were so
lucky to have all their support at our
game. It definitely made a difference, it
felt more at home.”
The teams traded errors to begin
the first set tied 2-2 before Wolters set
up her twin sister, Kourtney, for the first
kill of the quarterfinal round to spark

an early 3-0 run. The Wolters-to-WolG
ers connection struck again shortly
thereafter to make it 6-3 - and the Lak
ers never looked back.
“That’s the best team we’ve played
all season,” said Wingate coach SheU
ton Collier, whose Bulldogs finished
34-3. “They were really, really good.
We expected them to be really good;
and we were hoping to fight and
maybe make something happen to-!
day, but credit to them. They’re a very!
good team and they imposed that
on us and did some things that were
problematic for us.”

www. Ian thorn, com
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Hey, Students:

Get Outta Town
on Our Bus!
Grand Rapids to
Kalamazoo

Traverse City

Lansing

Cadillac

Battle Creek

Petoskey

Bus Ticket Office:

Greyhound
Terminal

$18

250 Grandville SW

616) 456-1700

(

Prices are for one-way ticket
booked three weeks out

for bus route options, visit indiantrails.com
• •
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Sweet revenge
Louisville-bound Lakers sweep all three opponents,
including Ferris State, in Midwest Region tourney
BY JAY BUSMEN

FROM NOVEMBER 11. B01U

Ni’t this ri*
After losing the 2013 regional championship match
and 2014 GLIAC title bout to Ferris. GVSU swept the Bulldogs at home.

aitlyn Wolters lasered
a two-handed shot
over the net, to the
weak-side corner and
just inside the line. In
one set-winning play, Wolters and
her Grand Valley State teammates
sent a message to their rivals on the
other side: not this year.
The momentum-shifting mo
ment in the second set against Ferris
State proved to be the decisive one for
GVSU in the NCAA Midwest Region

Tournament, held at Fieldhouse Arena
over the weekend. The Lakers emphat
ically punched their ticket to the Elite
Eight by sweeping Missouri S&T, FSU
and Rockhurst, respectively.
The Elite Eight appearance is the
first for coach Deanne Scanlons pro
gram since 2010.
“I can’t even put it into words right
now,” Scanlon said after beating Rock
hurst in the championship match. “I’m
just happy for this group of kids. That's
the emotion that’s overwhelming right
now. A year ago, the agony that we felt,
it’s weighed really heavy on these kids.”
In 2013, the Lakers led 2-0 in the

championship match against FSU in
Allendale, but the Bulldogs stormed
back to win in five sets. The rally si
multaneously ended GVSUs season
and 21-game win streak, which was
one short of tying the school record.
In 2014, FSU celebrated another
postseason win at Fieldhouse Arena
by handing GVSU a four-set loss in
the GLIAC Tournament champion
ship match. FSU earned the No. 2 seed
in the regional as a result.

LOG ON TO:
www.lanthorn.com
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Ferris throttles GV in Big Rapids
Lakers, ranked No. 3 in preseason, start 3015 season 0-3
8Y JAY BUSHEN

.

FROM SEPTEMBER BO. B01U

he Grand Val
ley State football
team saw its sea
son go from bad
to worse in a ri
valry game it had to have.
No. 17 Ferris State Univer
sity torched GVSU 42-17 at
Top Taggart Field on Saturday
night after FSU junior quar
terback Jason Vander Laan
racked up 373 total yards and
four passing touchdowns.
FSU moves to 3-0 with the
win while GVSU, which was
without starting quarterback

Heath Parling, is 0-3.
“We’re not good enough
right now,” said GVSU coach
Matt Mitchell. “They’re bet
ter than us. It doesn’t matter
who’s at quarterback. We can’t
run the ball effectively, and
the biggest problem we had
tonight is we have nobody
making plays down the field.
No one’s making any plays in
the receiving game.”
The game proved to be a
lopsided affair as the Laker
offense failed to keep up with
FSU, which seemed to score
at will after the first quarter.
The Bulldogs finished with

496 total yards of offense, 200
more than GVSU.
GVSU started senior quar
terback Isiah Grimes in the ab
sence of Parling, who was side
lined with an injury. Grimes
completed 14-of-34 passes for
199 yards, one touchdown and
an interception.
“I knew I was going to start
all week so I was prepared as
I could be for tonight’s game,
but I just didn’t play well
enough,” Grimes said.

LOG ON TO:
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rough s taf
The Grand Valley State football team began the 2014 campaign with three
straight losses to three ranked opponents, including a 42-17 blowout loss at Ferris State.

Laker breaks coach’s home run record
BY JAY BUSHEN

FROM MAY 11. BOW

ith one swing
of the bat, the
Grand
Valley
State University
team
baseball

made a resounding statement
that led to an outright confer
ence championship.
Top-seeded GVSU began
the 2014 GLIAC Tournament
in Xenia, Ohio by racking up
29 runs in a pair of victories

over Ashland University and
Tiffin University, but found
itself clinging to a 3-2 lead
in the bottom of the seventh
inning on Saturday against
Lake Erie College - a team
that went 3-0 against GVSU

in the regular season.
Senior
first
baseman
Giancarlo Brugnoni - who
entered the game needing
just one home run to break
the GLIAC career record set
by GVSU coach Jamie Detillion, who hit 47 at Ashland
from 1997-2000 - stepped to
the batter’s box with two on,
two outs, a 2-0 count and too
much experience to let a fast
ball over the outer part of the
plate zoom by him.
“It was a big moment, and
big-time players do big-time
things in big moments,” Detillion said. “He got a good pitch
to hit - and he stepped up. Not
only was it a record-breaking
home run, but it was also a big

moment in the game and it re
ally helped our pitchers out.”
It was certainly a big mo
ment for Brugnoni.
Not because the team-ori
ented slugger inked his name
into the GLIAC record book,
but because it helped the Lak
ers push their winning streak
to 12 games, a streak that
began in mid-April after the
team was swept by Lake Erie
in Painesville, Ohio.
The three-run blast to right
field simultaneously gave Bru
gnoni the record, Detillion a
reason to rest senior starter
Sean Clancy - who moved to
8-0 on the year after giving up
just six hits - and sophomore
pitcher Patrick Kelly more

than enough breathing room
to secure the win with a pair of
shutout innings.
“I was extremely excited
- one of the most emotional
home runs of my career,” said
Brugnoni, the 2014 GLIAC
Player of the Year. “Not because
of the record, but because Lake
Erie swept us earlier this sea
son. That might have been one
of the only times we’ve been
swept in my career - it was
a bad trip for our team - but
when I was rounding second I
realized it was a record-break
ing home run, too.
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SLUGIjER GVSU alum and current West Michigan Whitecap Giancarlo Brugnoni broke the
GLIAC home run record last summer, which belonged to GVSU head coach Jamie Detillion.

Makerbooks
CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS

20

-

24

Lower Level of the New GVSU Laker Store

ttEXAMCRAM

Visit lakerstore.gvsu.edu for more info, in? hiding:
additional locations, complete hours & sell back pricing.
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GV finishes second, sixth in Alabama
Wells, Laker men earn top finish in team history
BY ANDY SMITH

womens side with 49 points.
“The feeling is a little bittersweet
he Grand Valley State for the team,” said GVSU coach Jer
track and field teams ry Baltes. “The second-place finish
came up short in their for the boys is the highest ever. I am
quest for national ti really proud of the way the teams
tles over the weekend, competed this weekend.”
“There
but a pair of high finishes and
two will be a little bit of extra
motivation
for the teams (in the out
individual champions gave GVSU
door season). The guys because they
a strong showing.
Both GVSU teams led after day are so close to being champions, and
one of the NCAA Division II Na for the girls to get back to the top four.”
Twelve Lakers were crowned as
tional Championships, hosted by
University of Alabama in Huntsville All-Americans on day one, including
and the Birmingham CrossPlex in national champion Amy Cymerman.
Cymerman ran by the competi
Birmingham, Ala. The No. 2 Laker
tion
in the 5000 meter run (16:34.13),
men finished in a tie for second
place with GLIAC foe Findlay with becoming the team’s first national
40 points and five points behind na champion in an indoor running
tional champion Adams State, while event since Rachel Patterson in 2012
the Laker women came away in sixth (5000 meter run). Kendra Foley, GVplace with 29 points. Central Mis SU’s reigning cross country national
souri won the national crown on the champion, joined Cymerman as an
All-American in the event with a
FROM MARCH M, S015

a

fifth-place finish (16:56.36)
Later in the meet, Cymerman
claimed her second All-American
honor in the 3000 meter relay with
teammates Hannah Osborn, Breanna Luba and Natalie Nelson. They
finished in sixth place.
The Laker women added three
more All-Americans in field events.
Two came from the pole-vault crew,
as Jamie Roberts finished third (4.00
meters) and Jennifer Schornak fin
ished seventh (3.75 meters).
Laura Schroeder rounded out
the list of day-one All-Ameri
cans for the GVSU women with
her throw of 18.12 meters in the
weight throw, which was good
enough for an eighth-place Finish.
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BLAZING: Grand Valley State junior Sean Wells clears a hurdle at a
2015 home meet. Wells won an individual title at the NCAAs in March.

Dave Dilanni departs for Big 10
After wining three NCAA titles, GV icon heads to Iowa
BY ADAM KNORR

FROM JUNE 1. 001*4

Former Grand Valley State soccer coach Dave Dilanni guided the Hawkeyes to a ld-7-1 season in 201d-15.

rand Valley State
University wom
en’s soccer coach
Dave
Dilanni
paced back and
forth, speaking sharply to his
team. His players stood at rapt
attention and listened keenly
with intent to learn, fixated
upon their decorated coach.
Then, the tone changed in
a split second with raucous
laughter. Dilanni found himself
looking up at his team, the in
tense mood long gone. A soccer
net interrupted his monologue
and trapped Dilanni around
the ankles, bringing him crash
ing to the turf. Just like that, the
entire team was relaxed.
Former GVSU standout
Kayla Addison recalls that
story fondly. Addison de

scribes Dilanni, who recently
accepted the head coaching
position at the University
of Iowa, as a “goofy” coach
whose antics and attitude of
ten led to a relaxed and com
fortable vibe on the field.
That vibe certainly trans
lated into a whole lot of wins
for the GVSU program.
As Dilanni’s name has be
come synonymous with suc
cess in the last 11 years, his
coaching style has become
lauded. A teacher before a
coach, Dilanni always worked
to improve the character and
integrity of his players before
fine-tuning their dribbling and
passing abilities - and it’s hard
to say which he did better.
After accepting the job
at GVSU in 2003, Dilanni
quickly climbed the ranks and
became one of the top NCAA

Division II women’s soccer
coaches in the nation. Dur
ing his 11 years at the helm,
he racked up an otherworldly
221-18-18 record and a .895
winning percentage - the top
mark in Division II history.
Under
his
direction,
GVSU won three national
championships (2009, 2010,
2013), garnered seven NCAA
Final Four appearances and
took home nine consecutive
GLIAC titles from 2005-2013.
Defense was often the call
ing card of Dilanni’s squads.
The Lakers amassed 175 shut
outs in 257 games under his
direction. The 2013 campaign,
Dilanni’s last, was especially
impressive. The Lakers man
aged to post 21 straight shut
outs en route to a 24-0-1 record
and a national championship.
Combine the mass of

achievements with the time
he spent in the Allendale
community and it becomes
apparent that his decision
was anything but easy.
When he committed to tak
ing the job with the Hawkeyes,
the school year had wrapped up
at GVSU and most of his for
mer team had already headed
home for the summer. Dilanni
emailed his team, explained the
situation and spent the day call
ing each player individually to
talk them through his decision.
What was it about the
Iowa job that so enticed the
former Laker coach?
“(The job) appealed to me
because of the similarities to
GVSUT he said
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ALLENDALE AREA
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Your reputable source for local
business information.

BE OUR GUEST
Take classes at OU this summer

www.allencUUechamber.org

Schedule of classes is now online. Registration for guest students is now open.

SUMMER I
SUMMER II
SUMMER III

(May 11 -June 27)
(July 6 -August 22)
(May 11 -August 22)

oakland.edu/summer

Boardwalk Subs

■ ■■■■■■■■■■■
Jersey style subs, soup & salads

* #«. tS-s

r

*

v>' *

Across the street from Walker Fire Station Park and Plde
4154 Lake Michigan Drive
♦ ♦ ♦♦

616.453.7275
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Catching in the rain
Former Laker and current Minnesota Viking reflects on NFL journey
BY PETE BARROWS

FROM OCTOBER 83, 301R

aily routine:
6:00 A.M.: Swing
I feet out of bed, brush
m “ teeth
m

8:45 A.M.: Arrive
at Minnesota Vikings’ practice
facility
7:00 A.M.: Flush out legs in cold
tub, relax muscles in hot tub
7:30 A.M.: Lift early, stay late
9:00 A.M.: Talk Lions and Pack
ers and Bears (oh my) in team
meetings
12:00 P.M.: Split for lunch
1:00 P.M.: Practice, and prac
tice hard
3:00 P.M.: Critique practice
film, and critique it thoroughly
6:00 P.M.: Head for home in a
red Camaro, a lone splurge on an
NFL paycheck split toward support
ing moving expenses and family
HOME, TO A THIRD RESI
DENCE in an 18-month span where
daughters Hayden, Hayleigh and
Hazel - ages 4, 2 and 1 - run around
rampant in eager anticipation of
dad’s return. Instead of a 9 to 5, for
mer Laker wide receiver Charles
Johnson works a 6 to 6. As much as
Johnson enjoys the game of football,
he realizes it is a job - and that it has
to be if he’s to keep playing.
After playing with his girls, it’s

right back to work, glancing through
the playbook, jotting down nuanced
mental notes on next Sundays op
ponent, visualizing breaking the goal
line for the first time in his young
NFL career. If there’s time, maybe a
little HGTV to unwind.
Rain or shine, it’s wash-rinse-repeat
tomorrow. Especially if it’s rain.
“So many people love sunshine,
but can you stand the rain?” Johnson
said. “Everyone loves it when it’s good,
when things are going well, when
you’re making your money, when
you’re making your plays, when you’re
healthy, when you’re eating right, but
how do you react when it’s bad?”
JOHNSON BEGAN HIS FOOT
BALL CAREER at Lloyd Memorial
high school in Elsmere, Ky., although
his career hasn’t been characterized
so much by where he’s played, but
rather that he’s played. No matter
what. A stint at Eastern Kentucky
University ended prematurely after
Johnson’s freshman roommate pil
fered a laptop. Johnson - who caught
three passes for 63 yards in 11 games
- refused to rat, and was suspended
two years as a penance.
A fresh start at Antelope Valley
Community College began auspi
ciously. Johnson made 24 receptions
for 231 yards and three touchdowns
- but ended with a muffled call from
pops at midnight Pacific Standard

FROM THE BOTTOM Former Laker WR Charles Johnson talks about the start of his NFL career. Af- _
ter the story was published, Johnson finished the 2014-15 season with 31 grabs, 475 yards and two scores.

started

Time, 3 a.m. Eastern Standard Time.
Charles’ father, Fred Johnson, was
sick with a rare disease called sclero
derma, and nearly died from compli
cations that night. Doctors gave the el
der Johnson sue months to live, and so
his son put football - and everything
else - on ice for a year to return home.
Yet somehow through it all, both
father and son kept going.
Due to the NCAA’s five-year

clock rule, Johnson had only one
year of Division I eligibility left - two
years remaining if he chose to play at
Division II. A Google search for “top
Division II schools in the nation”
made during the hiatus merited a
hit for “GVSU,” and, with a click of
a mouse, Johnson’s once-promising
football career resurfaced.
“I really can’t replace the experi
ence I had at Grand Valley State,”

Johnson said. “I’m glad I made the
decision to come to GVSU, and that
they accepted me there. All the quarT
terbacks, the receivers, all the offen
sive and defensive guys - I love all
those guys and they’re going to con
tinue to be like brothers to me.
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Lakers meet their biggest fan
BY ABBEY HAJI-SHEIKH
FROM FEBRUARY 11, 3015

hether he’s sitting in his
spot by the Louie ban
ner or sweet-talking
the ladies in the stands,
hockey super fan Na
than Vandyken’s favorite place to be
is with Grand Valley State’s Division
II club hockey team.
On Saturday, the 14-year-old
marched around Georgetown Ice
Arena with his walker, which he
used to get around the rink while
watching GVSU defeat Davenport
University, 4-2.
Vandyken, who has had com
plications since his very prema
ture birth, lives with hearing loss
and Cerebral Palsy.
“We had a pretty rough go of it
for a few years,” said Nathan’s moth
er, Elise Vandyken. “He had thera
pies for the first few years of his life,
and we’ve tried to make everything
as normal as possible for him.”
Part of Nathan’s normal, day-today life includes plenty of hockey.
When he was very young, his father

FIVE Grand Valley State hockey players slap hands with young
fan Nathan Vandyken after a home game at Georgetown Ice Arena.
high

started coaching hockey at the high
school level. Since then, Nathan’s life
has always revolved around the ice.
“He pretty much grew up in the
hockey rink,” Vandyken said. “My
husband plays men’s league and
coaches his little brother’s team, so
we go to all of those games.
“Nathan is just a hockey fanatic.”
Interestingly, the Vandyken family
doesn’t have any ties to Grand Valley
State - but for some reason, Nathan
tell in love with the team.
“He watches Grand Valley hock
ey, Grand Valley games, interviews
of Coach Forbes and he’s constantly
on YouTube, watching Grand Val
ley hockey,” she said.
Although his love for the hockey
teafh earnout of nowhere, his fam
ily is supportive of his choices so Na
than can watch his heroes.
And this particular Saturday was a
special day in the Vandykens’ book.
At the end of the third period, Na
than and his mother went down to
the bench to congratulate the play
ers on their late-season win. What
happened next was, in his mother’s
words, “probably the best thing that’s

MARKETPLACE
Announcements

Housing

Employment

happened to him all year.”
The Lakers all fist-bumped him
on their way to the locker room, gave
him the game puck and invited him
into the locker room for a few min
utes to celebrate the victory.
“I could not have asked for a bet
ter night for him,” his mother said.
“It was absolutely fantastic. He was
on a high the whole night and the
whole next day — nothing could top
that night for him.”
Despite his many setbacks and
countless surgeries, Nathan is rarely
seen without a smile on his face. He
ceaselessly has a good attitude and
doesn’t let his condition get him down.
"He is constantly smiling,” she said.
“Especially when he’s in public. He has
no fear at all. He’ll leave me and go
find the college girls; I’ll come back to
find him and he’s sitting on the front
bleacher making friends.”
On Saturday, it seemed every per
son who saw the smile on Nathan’s
face couldn’t help but smile back.
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
some restrictions apply
email classifieds@lanthorncom for more info on restrictions
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Roommates

orca,l

616-331-2460

GVSU’s

Roommates

BEST
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The 16th Annual Spring
Pow Bow will be Saturday
and Sunday April 11 and 12
in the GVSU Fieldhouse
Arena.

Employment

PT summer childcare for
7-year-old girl with ASD.
Flexible schedule, easy
access to our home via 131,
195 or Lake Michigan Drive.
Education Majors strongly
encouraged to apply. If
interested contact Jamie
R i e h I e
at
sanchjam@mail.gvsu.com

Work on Mackinac Island
This Summer
Hotel and Ryba’s Fudge
Shops are looking for help in
all areas: Front Desk, Bell
Staff,
Wait Staff, Sales Clerks,
Kitchen, Baristas. Housing,
bonus, and discounted
meals.
(906) 847-7196
www.theislandhouse.com

ANSWERS
PUZZLES

Looking for a sub-leaser at
48 West in Allendale. A 4
bedroom apartment for Fall
2015-2016. 3 girls have
already signed so it would
be easy! Please let me know
if you are interested or know
of someone who is!:)
mikelm@mail.gvsu.edu

n9

Copper Beech
for 375 all
Be
utilities included from May 1
to August 3. Only female
inquiries please. If a second
room is needed, there is a
second room available as
well. Same price. Same
offer. If interested contact
Kellogem@mail.gvsu.edu

2 bedroom unit refinished
with IKEA kitchen and
modern bathroom. Wood
floors throughout. $675.00.
1303 College NE. Grand
Rapids, Ml. No smoking, No
pets, looking for quiet
neighbors who want a well
taken care of place to live.
I am looking for at least two
people to take over my
entire unit at Sutter's Mill
starting this August! Rent
varies by 9, 10, and 12
month prices plus utilities. It
is only a block away from
campus and the town home
is beautiful! 4 bedroom, 2.5
bath. If you and your friends
are interested in taking over
my lease, Contact Courtney
at 616-405-0975

Looking for a subleaser for
my apartment at 48west May
1 -July 29. Rent is
$415/month. You will have
the apartment to yourself the
entire summer! Please
contact me if interested:
elyk@mail.gvsu.edu

<@1
dK
University
Townhouses X. Apartments
LOWEST RATES GUARANTEED
616 . 477 . 551 1

Southland Auto Wash
6 Grand Rapids Locations
Full & Part time
positions available
Starting pay $8.50
+ weeklyr bonus

■
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>
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apply online:
soutnlandautowash.com/apply.php
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Alexander Ludlow

Brandon E. Ruszkowski

Education, kindness,
humility, compassion
& perseverance are
powerful weapons that
can change the world;
Be the change you want
to see in the world.
Love
Dad, Mom, Emma &
Anna

Congratulations
Brandon, We are so
proud of what you've
accomplished. Keep up
the good work & follow
your dreams.
/A

Love,
Mom, Dad & Family

Alexianna Mundy
Alexianna Paulina Mundy

Britney Leigh Nicolai
Congratulations sweetheart!!!
We’ve watched you grow from our precious little girl to a
young lady full of grace, beauty, & wisdom.
You are such a blessing to us. You are amazing and ready
to face the world!

Congratulations! Seems
like you just graduated
from kindergarten. Now
you’re graduating with
your bachelors degree.
We are so proud of you!
Excited about your next
step in life. We love you!!
Mom & Rick and so
many more!

Always remember.....
If you can imagine it, you can achieve it.
If you can dream it, you can become it.
Life is not a dress rehearsal, so live it with joy, peace and
love in your heart!
God walks with YOU, always.
All our love,
Mama, Michael, Mason & Bella

Carlie Soule
Carlie,
We knew you would
do well but you really
blew us away with your
accomplishments. We
know you will live the
life you love.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Christina Ann Sarkissian
Congratulations
Christina! We are proud
of your achievements. It
has been a long journey,
but you have met all
your challenges. God
bless you as you begin
the next chapter.

Apryl Bantom
Congratulations kisses face, 2015.
We thank you so very much for being who you
are. You bless our lives with love, wisdom, hu
mor, and beauty. Never let go of hope. Never
quit dreaming and never let love depart from
your heart. We are so proud of all you have ac
complished. We joyfully anticipate what your
future will bring.
Love, your family

Christine Hess
Congratulations Chrissy!!
We love you and are
so proud of all you’ve
accomplished. Can’t
wait to see what your
future holds!
Love always,
Mom, Dad, Kylie,
Stephan and Brendan

Brandee Rikia Adams

Claudia Mugridge

Congratulations
Brandee!
We are so proud of you,
no matter where you go
or how successful you
become never lose faith
in God!

Claudia Catherine
Mugridge is a College
Graduate! So very
proud. We all luv u very
much.
Madre, Tom, Gpa &
Gma, Anne, Gary,
Aubree, well, everyone!!
Congrats!!

Love Always Mom, Dad,
Tiara, Keith & Robert

••
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Courtney Cave

Emily Robinson

Some are driven. Some
are talented. Courtney,
you are both. May you
continue to achieve
great success in medical
school. We are so proud
of you.

Congratulations,
Emily! We are beyond
proud of you and your
accomplishments.
Continue to follow your
passion and reach for
the stars!

Love,
Dad & Mom

All our love,
Mom and Dad

Darius Norman

Hilary Meyer Viegelahn

Congratulations Darius!
We are so proud of you,
Continue to follow your
dreams
Keep God first
WE LOVE YOU
Love Dad, Mom, Ahmir,
Arrian & Rhyan

Congratulations to
one of GVSU’s newest
alumni! We couldn’t be
more proud!

Davoud Qorashi

Jaclyn Garlinghouse

Dave,
We’ve missed you since
you've been away.
Distance means nothing;
we love you. This great
success acknowledges
your effort and sacrifice.
Dad, Mom, AC & Yasser
are always proud
wherever you are!

We couldn’t be more
proud of you and
your outstanding
achievement. We know
it will be all worth it as
you go forward in your
life and career.

Derek William Carpenter

Jacob Endicott

We are all so very, very
proud of YOU!
Your
- *, -—.
hard work, dedication,
and commitment have
paid off! YOU are our
Superman!!!
We love you!
Mom & Chris, Dad &
Tamie, Michelle, Karley,
Brookelyn and Seth
Robert & Sandy

Congratulations Jake!
Once again you have
given us another reason,,
to be so proud of you!
Best wishes as you
pursue your dreams!

Gayle Ebben
Gayle: You're our precious angel and we
couldn’t be more proud of the woman youyve
become. Keep growing, surround yourself with
smart,
compassionate people, be true to yourself.
We wish your dreams take you to the corners
of your smiles, the highest of your hopes, the
windows of your opportunities, and
to the most special places your heart has ever
known.
Take a load (Sousaphone) off your shoulder,
Jmar & Louie will be just fine.
We wish you all the happiness & success this
world has to offer.
Congratulations! Mom-Dad

Love,
Mom & Dad

Love,
Mom & Dad

We love you,
Mom, Jeff & Karli

Jared Austin
Words are inadequate in describing how very
proud we are of you. We’ve watched you
stand before obstacles with a determination
that many can only dream about. Through it
all, you have faced it with a steadfast, unshak
able faith. You have always presented yourself
respectfully and respected others you have
come in contact with; and for that, we are
considered blessed. Enjoy this day, son, as you
prepare for the next road in your life’s journey.
May God continue to order your steps. With
unconditional love, Your Family.

Jacob Lemoine
“What man is a man who
does not make the world
better?” - Kingdom of
Heaven
Congratulations, Jacob!
Love,
Mom & Dad

Kathryne M. Phillips
Kate, you have always been a beautiful girl. Now you are
that and so much more. You are dedicated, driven, com
passionate, eager and fun-loving. Now you are a beautiful
woman. You will be successful in whatever you do. You
have surpassed our expectations. We are so proud and
love you. Enjoy and live your life. Mom, Dad and the
boys!

Jesse Millwood
So proud of your hard
work and dedication!
Wishing you good luck
and happiness in your
next journey!
Love,
Mom, Jon, Jordan,
Sean, Amy, G&G Pollard,
Allegars, Hansens,
Pollards
Jessica Niemczura

Katie Uhl

Congratulations Jessica!
We are all so proud
of you and the bright
future that you have
ahead of you.

We are so proud of
you. We look forward
to seeing what God has
in store for you as you
follow Him.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Liz
and Pugsey.

Love,
Grandpa, Grandma,
Mom, Dad, Bryan and
Emily

Joshua Walters

Katlyn Miller

Congratulations! We are
so very proud of you.
You have worked so
hard to get where you
are today. You made it
happen; Laker Lacrosse
and GVSU degree!

Congratulations, Katlyn!
We^are proud of
you for all that you
accomplished. The
future is bright! Follow
your dreams!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Kyle

A.
L

Juli Halacoglu
We want you to know we are so proud of you.
Not only for all you accomplished...but for
never compromising who you are.
Your indomitable spirit and determination to
be the very best you can in every challenge
you encounter enriches you and all those
around you.
We love you,
Mom, Dad and Cari
“What lies behind us
And what lies before us
Are small matters
Compared to What lies within us”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Keith Davis III
Praise deserved to our double degree col
lege graduate. You’ve defied life changing
difficulties. We’re so proud of the man you’ve
become, decisions made and path chosen.
God has greater plans for your life. You’re
never alone, we’re here for support. So stay
motivated, keep striving, encourage yourself
and remain focused. There is another level to
this reality we call life. We’re cheesing, giving
high fives, pounding chest, patting backs and
thanking god. The journey doesn’t start at the
beginning, it begins at the end.
Congratulations,
Parents, sister, family and friends.

Kaitlyn Klapatch
“And though she be but
little, she is fierce.”
Our baby girl, born a
little pea, is all grown
up. We are so proud of
all you are!
Mom, Dad, and Bub

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

Kristi Olson
Congratulations Kristi,
We’re so proud of you,
your dedication has paid
off, may your dreams
come true.

Marisela Guzman
Congratulations Marisela! Me, Andrea, Layla
and Eric Jr. are so proud of you. You worked
so hard for this and you deserve every bit of it
We are blessed to have you in our lives. Con. grats!! We love you!! God Bless!!

Love,
Dad, Beth, Jon(M), GG,
UR, AD, UC, AC, UJ, AP,
MM, ZJJ

Lauren Lyn Hudson
Congratulations Lauren.
We are so proud of you!
All of your hard work
and perseverance have
paid off. Have faith in
how far you can go.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Jordan
Michael Dykstra

Lauren Nicole Foor

Congratulations, Michael! Never give up on
your dreams, to med school and beyond! Your
family couldn’t be prouder.

Congratulations Lauren! We are very proud of
you and hope that with continued hard work
all of your dreams come true. The world awaits
and is lucky to have you in it.

Lauren Supron
STINKY! We are so proud of you and all of
your accomplishments! Your dedication, cre
ativity, occasional naps, and hard work have
brought you here and the crazy world of ad
vertising better be ready for what you have to
offer! Chase your wildest dreams & spread joy!
We know you will do remarkable things. Con
gratulations Stink, we love you more!
Dad, Mom, Allison, Marls, The Nut, & The Back
yard Garden Fairies

Michael Habel
Michael Nicholas, CONGRATULATIONS on
your graduation from GVSU!!! Throughout
your life you have made us proud time and
time again. Here is another fine example,
graduating in four years with two Bachelor
of Science Degrees (Biology and Biomedical
Science) and a Minor (Chemistry) too. You are
an amazing young man! Taking into account
some accomplishments you’ve achieved so far
in life, (Dean’s List, Eagle Scout, Confirmation
Sponsor, Drum Major, Varsity Athlete, State
Champion Soccer, SADD, etc.) the sky will be
your limit for the future.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Matthew XOXO

Monica Thibodeau

Rachel McMahan

Congratulations Monica!
We are extremely proud
of all that you have
accomplished during the
past four years at GVSU!

Dear daughter,

Love,
Mom, Dad, Anthony and
Nicholas

Congrats on becoming
a graduate. As you go
forward, take with you
the lessons learned
and make your dreams
come true.

Morgan Kelly Patterson

Ronnie Bourdeau II

From this cute little girl, to such a lovely young woman!
Congratulations Morgan! We are so proud of you. Your
dedication, commitment and hard work have paid off. We
wish you all the best! Love, Mom, Dad and Chuck

Ronnie, we are very
proud of you!
"Go confidently in
the direction of your
dreams. Live the life you
have imagined.”
-Henry David Thoreau

Ryan Skornicka
Congratulations Ryan,
Your hard work and
dedication for success
has set the course for a
great future.
We are so proud of your
accomplishments. Keep
dreaming big!

Morgan Manser
Morgan we are so proud of your dedication
and everything you’ve accomplished over the
last 4 years. Congratulations on being accept
ed to the Grand Valley Police Academy. This
is the next step in your journey of becoming
a police officer and fulfillment of a life-long
dream to serve the community. We Love you Mom, Dad, JJ & Nolan.

Love Mom and Dad

Samantha Holstine
Congratulations Samantha,
We are all so proud of you.
Since the day you entered this world, you were
built for greatness & success.
You have proved to be independent, strong &
determined to meet every goal you set upon
yourself. You are an amazing young woman, so
full of life, joy & happiness. You have a bright
future ahead of you and I’m so proud to be
your mother. Keep reaching for your dreams,
stay true, keep smiling, always be you, and
know you are loved to infinity and beyond. <3

Robert Michaud
Congratulations son, I am so proud of you!
Your patience, hard work, determination and
perseverance have paid off. You are amazing.
May your future be filled with great success,
much happiness and abundant joy. Blessings
to you in the journey ahead.
Love always, mom

>;iU
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Sarah Ann Craven
Sarah,
We couldn’t be more
proud or happy for you.
Congratulations on your
many accomplishments.
Can’t wait to see what’s
next!
Love,
Mom, Larry and Dad
• ♦

Sarah Richter

Trevor Palys

“The most important
thing is to enjoy your
life - to be happy - it's
all that matters/' Audrey
Hepburn. We wish you
all future happiness!

Congratulations Trevor!

j

We are so proud of you, j
your dedication and
hard work have paid off. ;
Keep making us proud, :
always follow your
dreams.
»

Love,
Mom, Dad

Love Mom and Dad

------------------- —------------------- J

Troy Wykowski
Congratulations Troy!
Shaun Stearns
The entire family
couldn’t be more proud
of your achievements.
We all wish you the very
best in the future and
love you very much!

WOW! In a blink of
an eye, little princess
to beautiful woman
embarking on a brand
new life journey. Always
remember “no day but
today.”
Love,
Dad

Tyler Bancino
Tyler, your passion for
fitness will let you thrive
in your career and in life.
We are so very proud of
your accomplishment,
game on!

Stefania Sgambati
Stefania,
We are extremely
proud of your
accomplishments. We
always believed in you.
Congratulations on
everything you have
achieved!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sandro

Jillian Zygmontowicz
What a difference 17 years has made visually
but you are still the best “dog whisperer” on
the west side. May you do what makes you
happy & continue to learn and grow after
graduation. We love you to the moon & back.
Dad, Mom, & Jared.

Stephanie Werner
Congratulations,
Stephanie we are so
proud of you. Your
dedication, hard work,
and commitment has
finally paid off. FoNow
your medical dreams.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Ashley

Terri Nicole Ohrling
Congratulations! Proud
of you today and every
day for all your hard
work and perseverance
year after year! Thanks
for making us proud! To
many more victories!
Love you,
Mom + Dad

Travis Jerod Laug

Samuel Dodde Brown

Congratulations, Jarv!
Your family and friends
are all proud of you!
Your dedication and
hard work have paid off.
Here’s to a bright future!

Congratulations, Sam!
We couldn’t be prouder
of you. Keep following
your dreams. Love you,
Mom and Dad

Love,
Mom, Dad, Taylor and
Kalie

______________

Maureen Imogene Case

Sydni Davis

Maureen (Mo)

Congratulations Sydni! Your accomplishments
in the last 4 years have made us so proud. Your
educational achievements, your efforts to bring
more opportunities to students of color, your
dedication to the bookstore & co-workers as
well as the leadership you provided for BSU
prove what we all know, you are a wonderful,
special, and awesome person! Always keep your
great sense of fashion, your humor and keep
fighting the good fight. Good luck! We love you
so much! Mommy, Grandma, Grandpa, Auntie
Jaja, Jaden, Auntie Denise, Roland, and Marvin

From all your hard work in school, faith in
"God” & love for your family, you have made
many accomplishments. You are truly beau
tiful, thoughtful, kindhearted and a very car
ing person. The way you handle yourself and
others is the person you have become, we are
proudly happy you have chose with your great
wisdom and knowledge to become Doctor
Maureen Case of Physical Therapy. "Proud of
you” and “God Bless You” and always keep
God and your family in your heart.

•I’;
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Sarah, you’ve been our fearless leader this year, and we
thank you so much for always having our backs no mat
ter what situation we had gotten ourselves into. You
have such a kind, giving spirit, and that has truly been a
blessing to the Lanthorn all the years you’ve been with
us. We know that whatever you do in your future, you’ll
be able to tackle it with the utmost enthusiasm and skill.
After all, nothing can be as difficult as trying to keep all
us editors in line, right? We love you, pumpkin!

<&uaA&i, jrf/2Mfo GcUtok
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Jay, you truly are one of a kind. Your moderately concern
ing level of attention to detail and passion for what you do
has consistently raised the bar of professionalism at the
Lanthorn. Next year’s sports editor has some ridiculously
massive shoes to fill. How on earth will we be able to get
through a production night without you lovingly throwing
office supplies or dealing with a “dingus disaster?!” We love
just how much you care about the Lanthorn, and that has
always pushed the rest of us to put just as much effort into
what we do as you do. After all, you’re literally the only one
on staff that pronounces “Lanthorn” correctly! You’re going
to change sports journalism as we know it, Jay. Unfortu
nately, you’ll have to come back and visit us in order to get
that full page double thumbs-up ad you've always asked
for!

{€oMe&i srfc/uMfatrt.^oAektf^GcUtfrL
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Colleen, starting off at the Lanthorn as an editor isn’t
easy, but you quickly fit in to the Lanthorn family. We’re
pretty sure you’re the only staff member to have never
complained about doing Question of the Issue, and we
can’t thank you enough for that! Thank you for spend
ing a whole year wading through the waters of Greek life,
student organizations and everything else the Laker Life
section makes sense of. We’re so glad to have had you
as part of the team!
• •••
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Shelby, when you took over for David, you had some
big shoes to fill. And fill them you did! Your absolutely
unwaivering positivity has gotten us through many a
production night crises and we always appreciated your
well-timed Mean Girls jokes and Pinterest ideas. Thank
you for sticking with us for so long and being so con
sistently there for us when we needed you. We’re sure
you're off to do great things, even if covering concerts
isn’t quite as exciting as it was here, with a far-too-excit
ed photo editor by your side.

tffait/yn, (ttfa/mtc/i, oAAmtn/it cAd cff/a/iaye?L
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Kaitlyn, we couldn’t have made it through this year with
out you! You have such a bright and beautiful future
ahead of you and we are sad to see you go, but can’t
wait to see what amazing things you accomplish out
there. Whatever you put your mind to, you always excel
in. You have been such a great example to your fellow
staff, and we will all take the things you’ve taught us and
implement them into our own jobs. Just know, Don Drap
er would be proud of you.
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Alyssa, we’re so happy to have been able to watch your
writing grow stronger during your time at the Lanthorn.
Thanks for always being eager and ready to help out. We
wish you the best of luck after graduation and can’t wait
to see what you accomplish. Thanks for being a part of
the Lanthorn team!

cMck 2)ert7faa#d, a$ta0 'Wutek

Erin, when you first started as a Lanthorn news writer,
we knew you’d be great because you function well under
pressure. When you left us to study abroad in Australia
last semester, we were sad, but then you came back to
write for the arts section, and we knew it was destiny.
Thank you for all of your hard work for the Lanthorn and
for sticking with it even while trying to juggle various
other responsibilities. We will miss your dedication and
writing skills. We have faith that you will rock it out in a
swell journalism, digital and/or writing job in the future!

'TtficAael
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Nick, it’s been fun having you as a part of the sports
team. You’re always eager to learn new skills and im
prove your writing, and that ambition will take you far.
Keep on improving and we wish you the best of luck
with your future plans!

ffau Jtvwek, tfhymt GditoO,
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Give him some red bull, raspberry chocolate and the
Adobe suite and watch him work his magic. Your skill
with anything and everything, both artsy and technical,
amaze and inspire all the designers you've been willing
to share it with. You trained your minions well, Boss Tan
ner.

Michael, you are as magnificent as the photos that you
take. You’re so smart it’s a little weird but we’re excited
about your future at Harvard! If we ever get sick, we’ll be
sure to call you up. Thank you so much for all your work
for the Lanthorn, and we look forward to seeing what
your future holds. We’re sure it’s going to be so bright,
we’ll have to set our ISO to 100.

c9/atie ytotJkowdJki, Xfoyout t7ea/n
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Katie, you want breadsticks?? Passionate climber, ex
pert Disney movie quoter, avid supporter of Netflix, your
layout skills are impeccable. You’ll be designing on top of
a mountain somewhere soon KT. Life’s a climb, and your
view is just a little higher than everyone else's.
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